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The Graduation Ceremony

Students participating in university graduation ceremonies join a rich tradition, which dates back to the 12th Century. The ceremony, presided over by the Chancellor, serves as the official conferral of awards obtained by students. Prior to the ceremony they are "graduands" – those eligible to graduate - but upon conferral they become graduates.

The Academic dress comprises a gown, and depending on the level of award, a stole or hood and a trenched or bonnet. In line with British university graduation tradition, the Charles Darwin University Chancellor’s robes are embroidered with gold thread, while the Vice-Chancellor’s robes are embroidered with silver. The official regalia worn by members of the Academic Procession reflect the diversity of qualifications and universities represented - the hoods worn by graduating students identify them as a Charles Darwin University graduate in their chosen discipline.

The official conferral of awards takes place during the ceremony and is undertaken by the Chancellor. After the official conferral of awards, each student will be individually acknowledged and presented with their award. This public acknowledgement is a very important part of the ceremony - it gives the graduate an opportunity to be congratulated on their achievement and it also serves to validate the student’s graduate status.

The Chancellor’s Chair

The Chancellor’s chair was a gift to the University from the Australian National University in 2009, and was made by Mr Timothy Foster. Mr Foster is a professional furniture maker and teacher with over 30 years’ experience in industry, and divides his time between working for commission and teaching. The chair is made from Delinia timber, which is a species native to New Guinea, where it was sustainably sourced and certified by the Forest Stewardship Council. It was chosen for its rich colour, fine grain, stability and strength, and also its relevance in proximity to Darwin.

The Vice-Chancellor’s and Deputy Chancellor’s chairs were made in 2011 by Mr Matt Davidson. Mr Davidson is a local furniture craftsman and builder whose work can be seen throughout Darwin, including the CDU Chancellery building and the Darwin Convention Centre. These chairs were designed to complement the Chancellor’s chair and are made from Silky Oak. This timber was chosen for its contrasting colour, although the figure and grain are very similar to the Chancellor’s chair.
The Seasons Fanfare

The Seasons Fanfare was commissioned by Charles Darwin University to coincide with its 25th Anniversary. Composed by Dr Leif Sundstrup, the work celebrates both the diverse Territory seasons and the celebration of the university ritual with understated transformations representing the Darwinian principles of life. Although a modern work in contraction, the fanfare is both accessible and memorable, framing the academic environment and lasting tradition of the Charles Darwin University.

The Fanfare represents both the antiquity and grandeur of university life, based on three recurring and transforming themes: The University, The Dignitaries, and The Seasons. Amongst the developing musical subjects throughout the fanfare can be heard distinct representations of the seasons including ‘the build up’ with thunder storms, slow moving breezes of the tranquil dry, and a hint of the Darwin’s Finches (Galápagos finches) which played an important part in his theories.

The work is written in a traditionally classical style to reflect the long and important history of the Charles Darwin University and its maturation over the past twenty-five years.

The Mace

For thousands of years the mace has been used as a symbol of government. Originally a weapon in the shape of a club, often spiked, it has evolved to become a decorative and ceremonial object of great value and beauty. The ceremonial mace is documented to have been used since the 16th Century. Carried by a Mace Bearer, it is intended to represent the protection of a person of authority, such as reigning monarchs and religious leaders. Oxford University began using a mace for ceremonial occasions in the late 16th Century and Cambridge University adopted a mace in 1626.

The mace is traditionally a gift, and the Charles Darwin University Mace was gifted from Flinders University Council in 2010. Glenice Lesley Matthews was commissioned to design and make the University Mace. Glenice Matthews, well known for her work as a silversmith, designed and made the Mace for Edith Cowan University.

Work on the design for the CDU Mace began in late 2010 and final approval of the design was given by the Chancellor in early 2011. It incorporates images of a “flame of knowledge” linking to the traditional use of firesticks as a way of passing on knowledge, Charles Darwin’s telescope and the pandanus. The CDU brand features strongly on a tropical timber shaft with bands of sterling silver and yellow gold.

Before completing the piece, however, Glenice Matthews passed away. Completion of the project was entrusted to Samuel Farmer, a silversmith who worked with Glenice for more than 20 years. In 1984, he designed and made the Ceremonial Mace and President’s Medallion for Pittsburg State University, Kansas, USA.

The Mace of Charles Darwin University represents the authority of the University Council and its head, the Chancellor, and was first used in May Graduation Ceremonies in 2013.
A Message from the Chancellor

As Chancellor of Charles Darwin University it is an honour and a privilege to congratulate the graduands of 2014.

Based on 50 years of education tradition, Charles Darwin University was formed through the merger of the Northern Territory University, Centralian College, the Northern Territory Rural College and the Menzies School of Health Research. This dynamic institution has grown into a place of learning for an increasing number of Territorians and people from across our nation and the world.

Charles Darwin University offers an increasingly flexible approach to education, with a wide range of study options, high standards of teaching and an engaging learning environment. This is a university that aims to inspire its students to acquire the skills and knowledge to change their worlds for their own good and the good of the community.

As well as being a celebration of knowledge, graduation ceremonies allow students to share their pride and satisfaction in achieving their goals with their family, friends, and the University staff who have supported and encouraged them throughout their studies.

Graduation should not be a farewell to Charles Darwin University. We look forward to welcoming back our graduates as members of the Alumni or through continuing formal studies and to the many symposia, lectures, concerts and events held at the University each year.

Congratulations again to the graduates of 2014. We have no doubt we will be hearing of your achievements in your work and the community in the future.

Her Honour the Honourable Sally Thomas AC
Chancellor
This is a very important event in your life as you graduate from Charles Darwin University. You will have grown in knowledge and understanding during your time as a student at the University and, by making the most of your university experiences will make a difference not only to your own future and that of your family, but importantly to the Northern Territory and the community in which you live and work.

You are part of a dynamic and rapidly changing world particularly in the generation of new knowledge and innovative approaches to solving complex globally relevant problems – ongoing change is quite simply part of life. Change also provides opportunities and challenges that I hope you will embrace and as a result make a real contribution to the adaptive and evolving society in which we live. Remember Charles Darwin, the namesake of our University, once said: “It is not the strongest of the species that survive, not the most intelligent, but the one most responsive to change.”

We live in an age where information on any subject is growing at an ever-increasing rate and technology is rapidly changing the way we live, work and enjoy ourselves. To respond to this changing environment, and to be a successful contributor to it, you must continue to learn and to strive to apply what you have learned to the challenges you face. I hope your time at Charles Darwin University has given you a thirst for life long learning and that you will be open to new ideas, and to doing things differently and for the better in the years ahead.

As a graduate of Charles Darwin University, you join the Alumni of a university that provides vibrant learning, life-changing experiences and graduating individuals with the ability to be excellent thinkers, workers and members of society: a university that equips its graduates with the generic skills to thrive in a complex world.

I hope you have enjoyed your university experience and that you will continue to learn and, through your words and actions, contribute to the development and reputation of Charles Darwin University, a university that aspires to work with its alumni, wherever they may be, to provide an enriching experience.

This ceremony is one of celebration; you have achieved a significant milestone and we are proud of you. We join with your family and friends in saying “congratulations” and best wishes for a bright and rewarding future.

Professor Simon Maddocks
Vice-Chancellor
Order of Proceedings

The Academic Procession will enter with the Assembly standing
*The Seasons Fanfare*

The National Anthem
The Assembly will remain standing for the singing of the National Anthem

Welcome Address
The Chancellor, Her Honour the Honourable Sally Thomas, AC

Occasional Address
Vice-Chancellor
Professor Simon Maddocks

Musical Presentation

The Conferring of Degrees and Awards
Faculty of Engineering, Health, Science and the Environment
   Including Bachelor of Clinical Sciences
Menzies School of Health Research
Doctor of Philosophy
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
   School of Trades

Presentation of Medals
The University Medal – Higher Education
Ms Sivakami Meera Nagendra
Ms Hanna Elisabeth Bjoern

The Chancellor’s Medal – Higher Education
Mr Adrian Ludwig Gurra

Graduate Response
Mr Kelly William Munro

The Academic Procession will retire with the Assembly standing
Order of Proceedings

The Academic Procession will enter with the Assembly standing

The Seasons Fanfare

The National Anthem
The Assembly will remain standing for the singing of the National Anthem

Welcome Address
The Chancellor, Her Honour the Honourable Sally Thomas, AC

Honorary Award and Occasional Address
Doctor of Science, Honoris Causa
Mr Jiro Okada

Musical Presentation

The Conferring of Degrees and Awards
Faculty of Law, Education, Business and Arts
  School of Business
  School of Creative Arts and Humanities
  School of Law
Doctor of Philosophy
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
  School of Primary Industries
  School of VET Health, Community and Children’s Services

Graduate Response
Ms Patricia Mariano Tamayo

The Academic Procession will retire with the Assembly standing
Order of Proceedings

The Academic Procession will enter with the Assembly standing
*The Seasons Fanfare*

The National Anthem
The Assembly will remain standing for the singing of the National Anthem

Welcome Address
The Chancellor, Her Honour the Honourable Sally Thomas, AC

Honorary Award
Doctor of Education, Honoris Causa
Ms Waymamba Yinamara Gaykamangu

Occasional Address
Vice-Chancellor
Professor Simon Maddocks

Musical Presentation

The Conferring of Degrees and Awards
Faculty of Law, Education, Business and Arts
  School of Education
Australian Centre for Indigenous Knowledges and Education
Doctor of Philosophy
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
  School of Business and Service Industries

Presentation of Medals
The University Medal – Vocational Education and Training
Mr Timothy Luke Myers

The Chancellor’s Medal – Vocational Education and Training
Ms Calista Fayme Hudson
Mr Seunghan Oh

Graduate Response
Ms Katie Anne Eadie

The Academic Procession will retire with the Assembly standing
Adelaide Convention Centre  
Tuesday 17 June 2014 - 7.00pm

Order of Proceedings

The Academic Procession will enter with the Assembly standing  
*The Seasons Fanfare*

**The National Anthem**  
The Assembly will remain standing for the singing of the National Anthem

**Welcome Address**  
The Chancellor, Her Honour the Honourable Sally Thomas, AC

**Occasional Address**  
Vice-Chancellor  
Professor Simon Maddocks

**The Conferring of Degrees and Awards**  
Faculty of Engineering, Health, Science and the Environment  
Menzies School of Health Research  
Faculty of Law, Education, Business and Arts  
Australian Centre for Indigenous Knowledges and Education  
Doctor of Philosophy  
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training

**Presentation of Medals**  
The Chancellor’s Medal – Higher Education  
Mr Oswald Marino Petrucco

**Graduate Response**  
Mr Blake Ryan Hammat

The Academic Procession will retire with the Assembly standing
Order of Proceedings

The Academic Procession will enter with the Assembly standing
*The Seasons Fanfare*

The National Anthem
The Assembly will remain standing for the singing of the National Anthem

Welcome Address
The Chancellor, Her Honour the Honourable Sally Thomas, AC

Occasional Address
Vice-Chancellor
Professor Simon Maddocks

The Conferring of Degrees and Awards
Faculty of Engineering, Health, Science and the Environment
Faculty of Law, Education, Business and Arts
Australian Centre for Indigenous Knowledges and Education
Doctor of Philosophy
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training

Graduate Response
Ms Lynette Suzanne Down

The Academic Procession will retire with the Assembly standing
**Doctor of Philosophy**

**Indrawati Yudha Asmara**  
Thesis Title: *Risk Status of Selected Indigenous Chicken Breeds in Java, Indonesia: Challenges and Opportunities for Conservation*

This research establishes the risk status of three indigenous chicken breeds in Java. It investigates how and why these breeds are kept and determines the financial incentives required ensuring participation of keepers in formal conservation / breeding programs of these breeds. The research adopts a mixed-methods approach, combining case-study research with expert interviews and a mainly quantitative survey of chicken keepers. The survey elicits socio-demographic data and details about chicken production systems. Willingness to participate in chicken conservation is measured using contingent valuation. The research identifies that the breeds are at risk of extinction and safeguarding the breeds into the future will require concerted conservation efforts. A successful conservation effort should address various aspects of chicken production systems including feed, chicken health and breeding strategies. Conservation payments should be offered to keepers as financial incentives to prevent them from switching to non-indigenous breeds. Indigenous chicken breeds are an important part of animal genetic diversity. This research contributes significantly to the conservation and management of indigenous chicken breeds in Indonesia by providing robust at-risk estimates and laying the scientific foundations for a systematic and holistic conservation approach.

**Beau James Austin**  
Thesis Title: *Success Factors for Indigenous Wildlife-based Enterprise in Northern Australia*

Though exceedingly valuable in many ways, much of the Indigenous estate in northern Australia has limited potential for market-based economic development. However, some Indigenous Australians are using wildlife commercially to supplement livelihoods, expand natural resource management capacity and enhance their ability to maintain cultural obligations on country. In this research, three case studies were constructed to analyse success factors for Indigenous wildlife-based enterprises in northern Australia. Nine field trips to three sites were conducted. Seven key success factors were identified: the resource base; minimal anti-use sentiment; demonstrable sustainability; markets; access; social capital; and supportive institutions. This thesis will be of interest to Indigenous people and communities, development practitioners, policy-makers and natural resource managers working in livelihood development and sustainable use of wildlife. The case studies within provide examples of natural resource-based enterprises that allow Indigenous people to engage in market-based commerce from remote communities in northern Australia.
Doctor of Philosophy

Bridget Emily Barber
Thesis Title: Plasmodium Knowlesi: Epidemiology, Clinical Features, Diagnosis and Pathogenesis

The monkey parasite Plasmodium knowlesi commonly causes human malaria in Malaysian Borneo. This thesis aimed to investigate the epidemiology, clinical features, diagnosis and pathogenesis of knowlesi malaria. Studies included retrospective review of malaria records at a district hospital in northeast Sabah; a 20-year review of malaria notifications to the Sabah Health Department; and a prospective study of all malaria patients admitted to a tertiary-referral hospital in Sabah. We found that P. knowlesi was the most common cause of malaria in Sabah, with incidence increasing. P. knowlesi was the most common cause of severe malaria at the tertiary hospital, with risk of severe disease 3-fold that of P. falciparum. Clinical features and risk factors for severity are described, and diagnostic methods evaluated. These studies confirm the importance of knowlesi malaria as a public health problem in Sabah and extend the existing information regarding the epidemiological, clinical features, diagnosis and treatment of knowlesi malaria.

Karen Borgelt
Thesis Title: First and Second Order Leaders and Leadership: A New Model for Understanding the Roles and Interactions between Leaders and Managers Working in Contemporary Australian-based Organisations Undergoing Change

Continuous demands for quick results, an ever improving bottom line, shorter time frames and constant change have had particular impact on the role of leadership, which has become more nebulous over the past 25 years and yet, at the same time, is held more responsible for organisational success. The central research question ‘What is the role of leaders and leadership in contemporary Australian-based organisations undergoing change?’ addresses whether existing leadership practice is meeting modern organisational demands and identifies how our current and future leaders can be better supported in a changing organisational context. The investigation finds that leadership continues to evolve as a discipline and provides new insights into the nature and neuroscience behind contemporary leadership; provides guidelines and a framework for improving the performance and competence of contemporary Australian-based leaders; and identifies eight ways in which leadership can be hijacked from its intended purpose. In so doing this research makes an original contribution to empirical and theoretical work in the field of leadership practice, education policy and design.
Gregory Allan Cartan  
Thesis Title: *Organising Tourism Providers on Remote Touring Tracks as Geographically Distributed Teams*  

This study explains the organisation of tourism providers on remote touring tracks (RTTs) as geographically distributed teams (GDTs). The GDT framework comprised seven elements: geographic dispersion, information and communication technologies, team membership, cultural diversity, shared mindset, collaboration, and leadership. Two similar Australian case studies, the Gunbarrel Highway and the Oodnadatta Track were examined. The results present a rich description of the organisation of tourism providers on RTTs. The study is of practical significance to tourism providers on RTTs, as it provides insight into the practical functioning of these destinations. It also identifies and classifies tourism providers, their locations and how they interact. These insights have the potential to assist tourism providers reflect on current practice and consider future possibilities. The utility of the GDT lens as a diagnostic framework and as a prognostic tool was affirmed.

Helene Nalini Chinivasagam  
Thesis Title: *Fate of Key Food-borne Pathogens Associated with Intensive Pig and Poultry Farming Environments*  

Intensive pig and poultry farming in Australia can be a source of pathogens with implications for food-safety and/or human illness. Seven studies were undertaken with the following objectives: assess the types of zoonotic pathogens in waste; assess the transfer of pathogens during re-use both within the shed and externally in the environment; and the potential for movement of pathogens via aerosols. In the first and second studies the extent of zoonotic pathogens was evaluated in both piggery effluent and chicken litter and Salmonella and Campylobacter were detected in both wastes. In the third study the dynamics of Salmonella during litter re-use was examined and results showed a trend for lower Salmonella levels and serovar diversity in re-used litter compared to new litter. Thus, re-use within the poultry farming system posed no increased risk. The fourth study addressed the direct risks of pathogens to farm workers due to re-use of piggery effluent within the pig shed. Based on air-borne Escherichia coli (E. coli) levels, re-using effluent did not pose a risk. In the fifth study high levels of Arcobacter spp. were detected in effluent ponds and freshly irrigated soils with potential food-safety risks during the irrigation of food-crops and pasture. The sixth and seventh studies addressed the risks from aerosols from mechanically ventilated sheds. Staphylococci were shown to have potential as markers, with air-borne levels gradually dropping and reaching background levels at 400 m distance. Salmonella was detected (at low levels) both inside and outside the shed (at 10 m). Campylobacter was detected only once inside the shed during the 3-year period (at low levels). Results showed there was minimal risk to humans living adjacent to poultry farms. This is the first comprehensive analysis studying key food-safety pathogens and potential public health risks associated with intensively farmed pigs and poultry in Australia.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marisa Annetta Fogarty</th>
<th>Veronica Angela French</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thesis Title: <em>From Card Games to Poker Machines: Gambling in Remote Aboriginal Communities in the Northern Territory</em></td>
<td>Thesis Title: <em>An Investigation of Microcontaminant Impacts in Darwin Harbour Using the Tropical Marine Snail Telescopium telescopium</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This thesis presents a comprehensive analysis of the gambling activities of Aboriginal people living in remote areas of the Northern Territory, Australia. Extended fieldwork was carried out in the remote community of Maningrida, Arnhem Land. The research focused on card games played in the community. In addition, research was conducted in a large urban gambling venue in Darwin, the capital of the Northern Territory, that examined remote Aboriginal people’s access to, and use of, poker machines (electronic gaming machines). The findings describe complex social, economic and political processes at work within both community card games and the urban gambling venue from an anthropological perspective. The findings suggest that Aboriginal people in Maningrida benefit socially, economically and politically through membership in the informal regulatory structures that existed within card games. However, the community also identified problems relating to card games, particularly in relation to the impact of card games on children. This research also found that, although playing poker machines in an urban gambling environment was an activity that remote Aboriginal people engaged in and enjoyed, it did not offer the same social and economic opportunities as card games. There was a distinct reliance on social relationships within the urban gambling venue, and the efforts and attempts made by people to continue to gamble in groups (despite the individualised nature of poker machines) was significant. Aside from winning a large sum of money, the economic benefits for remote Aboriginal people attending the venue were minimal. The information gathered through this fieldwork has significant implications in terms of the development of relevant harm-minimisation strategies. Finally, the research found that the Aboriginal people involved in this research defined ‘problem gambling’ differently from mainstream definitions. The research found that Aboriginal people defined ‘problem gambling’ as a person neglecting or rejecting social relationships and obligations as a result of gambling. The findings from this research identify a significant need for the development of a national strategy in Australia to address the issues that Aboriginal people face in relation to gambling.

This thesis investigated microcontaminants in Darwin Harbour and looked for evidence of effects on the marine snail Telescopium telescopium. Water, sediment and T. telescopium from estuarine sites exposed to treated wastewater and corresponding reference sites were screened for a range of microcontaminants. The bioassays YES and YAS were used to assess (anti)estrogenic and (anti)androgenic activity. Tissues of T. telescopium were analysed for microcontaminants, along with nitrogen (15N) and carbon (13C) stable isotope analysis to obtain information on the biological uptake of nutrients from wastewater effluent. Histopathology was carried out to provide health status information. The results demonstrate that wastewater effluent is a major source of microcontaminants to the marine environment of Darwin Harbour, aquatic organisms are exposed to complex mixtures of chemicals of unknown toxicity and T. telescopium is a suitable bioindicator for sewage-derived compounds.
Robert William Gillett  
Thesis Title: *Elucidation of the Photochemical Reactions Involved in the Production and Destruction of Formaldehyde, Hydrogen Peroxide and Methyl Hydroperoxide*

Observations of three atmospheric gases, formaldehyde, hydrogen peroxide and methyl hydroperoxide, were made at Aspendale (38.02519°S, 145.10154°E; located about 27 km from the Melbourne city centre on a bearing of about 153°SSE) from 2 September 1999 until 25 February 2001. The observations showed that the average mixing ratios of formaldehyde, hydrogen peroxide and methyl hydroperoxide in the atmosphere were 747 ± 14 ppt, 828 ± 15 ppt and 171 ± 4 ppt, respectively. Simple kinetic equations were derived to calculate the mixing ratios at 40°S latitude during summer midday. The calculated mixing ratios were very close to the observed mixing ratios, indicating the simple kinetic equations included all the major production and destruction reactions in clean air. The observed mixing ratios compared closely to the mixing ratios of the gases which were predicted with an air pollution model linked to a Chemical Transport Model (TAPM/CTM). The average mixing ratios of formaldehyde, hydrogen peroxide and methyl hydroperoxide from TAPM/CTM were 696 ± 11 ppt, 743 ± 6 ppt and 107 ± 1 ppt respectively. It is expected that the atmospheric fate of methyl peroxy radicals is controlled by the mixing ratio of nitric oxide. Methyl peroxy radicals in the atmosphere can have two possible fates. One is to produce formaldehyde after reacting with nitric oxide and then oxygen to produce formaldehyde. The other is to react with hydroperoxyl radicals to produce methyl hydroperoxide. The formation of formaldehyde should preferentially occur in polluted Melbourne air when nitric oxide mixing ratios are high. Conversely, methyl hydroperoxide should preferentially form in clean Melbourne air after a cool change brings air that has very low nitric oxide mixing ratios. The results of the observations show that the ratio of methyl hydroperoxide to formaldehyde is low during north-westerly winds with high nitric oxide mixing ratios and high during south-westerly winds with very low nitric oxide mixing ratios. This proved that nitric oxide does actually control the formation of formaldehyde and methyl hydroperoxide in urban air masses.

Anthony David Griffiths  
Thesis Title: *Beds are Burning: Small Mammal Responses to Fire in Tropical Savannas of Northern Australia*

The use of fire to manage and conserve biodiversity is an ongoing challenge throughout the world. An analysis of published data covering over 100 different small mammal species found that the overall negative effect of fire was relatively small but significantly greater for species dependent on fire-sensitive habitats (e.g. rainforests) and those with body mass between 101-1000 g. The response of five small mammal species to fire during a landscape-scale fire experiment in Kakadu National Park fire was examined. Growth rates were not influenced by different fire regimes but survival and recruitment were reduced for a number of species when the fire intensity was high. Spatially explicit population viability analysis demonstrated that frequency of fires rather than extent presents the greatest risk to population persistence and indicates that prevailing fire management regimes may be unfavourable for some species.
Kim Maree Hare  
Thesis Title: *The Bacteriology of Bronchiectasis and Impact of Azithromycin on Upper and Lower Airway Bacteria and Resistance in Australian Indigenous Children*  

Bronchiectasis is common in Australian Indigenous children. Early detection, knowledge of causation, and appropriate treatment are needed to prevent disease progression and early death in adulthood. This is the first research on the bacteriology of bronchiectasis in Australian Indigenous children. The main bacterial pathogens were the same as in other children with this disease. Additionally, the same strains were found in upper and lower airway specimens, strongly supporting the hypothesis that aspiration of nasopharyngeal secretions contributes to the pathology. The antibiotic azithromycin was associated with reduced nasopharyngeal carriage of the three main bacteria, but increased carriage of azithromycin-resistant organisms. In a clinical trial, respiratory exacerbation frequency was significantly reduced in children who received azithromycin compared to placebo, possibly due to reduced aspiration of secretions. This is encouraging and research continues.

Andrew George Hemming  
Thesis Title: *Is Bentham’s Vision of a Comprehensive Criminal Code Suitable as a Model Design for a Code?*  

The thesis examined whether Jeremy Bentham’s concept of a criminal code having no blank spaces, thereby minimising the role of the common law and judicial interpretation, was first, desirable and secondly, achievable. The central question was to examine whether Bentham’s vision of the legislature clearly stating its intentions sufficient for the ordinary citizen to fully comprehend his or her criminal liability was beyond the capacity of any criminal code architect in the 21st century. The conclusion reached was that the development in criminal law theory since Bentham’s death in 1832, most notably the U.S. Model Penal Code in 1962 and the Model Criminal Code in Australia in 1992, leaves open the possibility that Bentham’s vision is more achievable today than in Bentham’s own era.

Michelle Larraine Ibbett  
Thesis Title: *The Role of Broad-Scale, Multi-Species Monitoring for Conservation, with Particular Reference to Small Mammals in Kakadu National Park*  

In this thesis I describe a body of work designed to investigate recent evidence of decline in the biodiversity, particularly small native mammals that inhabit Kakadu National Park. Through an extensive fieldwork program involving surveying historic and new sites, I provide further evidence of change in mammal populations within the Park and provide evidence that these changes are related to a number of threatening processes including invasion by the cane toad and potentially inappropriate fire regimes. I go on to discuss the use of broad-scale biodiversity monitoring programs as a tool for managers to gain a better understanding of the nature and extent of changes in biodiversity within Kakadu National Park. I also provide some examples of how existing programs could be expanded and improved to enhance the capacity of park managers to detect and respond to biodiversity management issues in a timely and effective manner.

Therese Kearns  
Thesis Title: *Scabies and Strongyloidiasis Prevalence before and after a Mass Drug Administration in a Remote Aboriginal Community in the Northern Territory*  

Aim: Effects of mass drug administration (MDA) on the prevalence of scabies and strongyloidiasis in a remote Aboriginal community. Method: A population census and MDA was conducted at month 0 and 12 to screen participants for scabies and strongyloidiasis and administer medications. Participants were administered a stat dose of 200 µg/kg ivermectin unless their weight was <15 kg or pregnant. Participants diagnosed with scabies and/or strongyloidiasis received a 2nd treatment 2-3 weeks after the first medication was administered. Results: At month 0, 1012 (80%) participants were screened, scabies prevalence was 4% and strongyloidiasis was 21%. At month 12, 1060 participants were screened, 702 that had been seen previously and 358 new entries. The prevalence of scabies increased to 9% from an outbreak associated with a crusted scabies participant whilst strongyloidiasis prevalence decreased to 6%. Conclusion: MDA reduced the strongyloidiasis prevalence but was unable to sustain a reduction in scabies prevalence.
In this globalised world where people of different cultures are interspersing at an increasing rate, many individuals of mixed cultural heritage are searching for a sense of belonging. While some are content to move from one culture to another, others find themselves on the borderlines or in-between cultures. Through visual art, some of these individuals have expressed their identity through a mix of cultural and other influences. This practice-based research concentrates on these multi-faceted cultural spaces in trying to understand this position of uncertainty. Through printmaking, silk paper sculptural forms, calligraphy, audio-visual and installation works, studio process investigates multiple identity constructions of Australians with Chinese heritage, in particular, those born in Australia. Investigation focuses on expressing diversity, cultural identity issues and representing the persistent and oscillating search for a sense of place on the borderlines of cultures.

Muamaroh
Thesis Title: Improving Indonesian University Students’ Spoken English using Group Work and Cooperative Learning

This study explores approaches to improving the spoken English skills of students at a private university in Indonesia, where many students still encounter difficulties in spoken English. It proceeded in two stages. The first stage employed action research and found that using small group work to encourage student involvement gradually improved their confidence in speaking English. The second stage used quasi-experimental research to explore the use of cooperative learning to improve students’ spoken English skills. The qualitative data showed that cooperative learning can be useful for improving students’ spoken English skills. This was supported by a result from the quantitative data which showed significant improvements in students’ speaking duration if not in their speaking quality. These findings point to a positive role for group work and cooperative learning in conversational English classes in Indonesia in the future.

Soil microorganisms may respond to metal stress by a shift in microbial community from metal sensitive to metal resistant microorganisms. In this study microbes isolated from soils irrigated with wastewater from Ranger Uranium Mine in northern Australia were tested both for their resistance to uranium (U), and their community level responses to variations in soil U and physicochemical parameters. Microbes isolated from soil by culturing grew under different (field) concentrations of U added to culture media in the form of uranyl nitrate and fungi out-competed the bacteria in media with very high U concentrations. However, this shift from bacteria to fungi that occurred in culture was not observed in soils with very high U concentrations under field conditions. This suggests that the U present in the field may be less bioavailable than U added to the culture media. Moreover, there was no difference in the cultured microbial community isolated from soils with different U concentrations which may be due to the fact that culturing technique captures only less than 1% of the soil microbial community. To explore this further, the soil microbial community was measured by culture-independent next generation sequencing using the 454 platform or pyrosequencing. One hundred and forty four soil samples were pyrosequenced and 183,317 bacterial V6 sequences were obtained. Using pyrosequencing, the bacterial community in soil with background levels of U was different from those in soil with elevated U. Indicator species analysis showed that bacterial OTUs closely related to members of Kitasatospora, Sphingobacteria, Candidate_division_WS3 and Rhodobium were only present at medium, high and very high U sites during all the sampling times. A significant seasonal and temporal change in bacterial community was also measured as a result of seasonal and temporal change in soil U and other physicochemical variables. Uranium resistant microbes isolated in this study could be used to study resistance mechanisms and bioremediation potential. Furthermore, bacterial species associated with higher U concentrations may serve as useful indicators of U contamination in the wet-dry tropics.
Georgie Diane Nutton
Thesis Title: The Effectiveness of Mobile Preschool (Northern Territory) in Improving School Readiness for very remote Indigenous Children

This study provided the first systematic data regarding efficacy of preschool programs for very remote Northern Territory Indigenous children including baselines for socio-demographic and health characteristics. The study quantified the effects of program availability, attendance and preschool program quality on follow-up measures of development and school readiness using the Australian Early Development Index. When controlling for mothers smoking during pregnancy, children attending more than 80 days of mobile preschool were 4.9 times more likely to not be developmentally vulnerable than children attending less than 80 days. (95% CI: 1.72 – 13.95). The results inform future improvements in children’s developmental outcomes by improving children’s attendance and professional learning for preschools educators to achieve high quality curriculum, pedagogy and assessment practices matched to the needs of children and families in disadvantaged and complex learning environments.

Nicholas Mark Smith
Thesis Title: Contested Discourses: Aboriginal Attitudes towards Non-native Plants and Engagement in Weed Management in Cape York, Northern Australia

This thesis explores Aboriginal attitudes towards non-native plants, including weeds, identifying the impediments to Aboriginal engagement in weed management, investigating how future engagement should take place. Ethnographic and ethnobotanical research was undertaken in two case study areas in Cape York, north Queensland on Wik and Northern Kaanju Aboriginal clan estates. The results show that Aboriginal people hold a wide range of attitudes towards non-native plants and that Aboriginal motivations for, and approaches to, managing weeds differ from those of Western scientists and government agencies. These differences originate primarily from competing world views and from the existence of a pervasive nature/culture dichotomy. To achieve effective collaborative weed management new approaches and epistemological frameworks will need to be adopted to give more weight to Aboriginal voices. Undertaking a world view approach can provide a useful framework for studying attitudes to weeds and their management on Aboriginal lands in northern Australia.
Doctor of Philosophy

Penny van Oosterzee
Thesis Title: *Integration of the Ecosystem Sector and Climate Change Mitigation in Carbon Accounting Schemes: Practical and Policy Approaches*

In 1992 the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (the Rio Earth Summit) addressed two linked global crises: climate change and biodiversity decline. The Convention on Biological Diversity and the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change were opened simultaneously for signature. Climate change provides an urgent incentive to develop mechanisms to reduce or prevent further degradation of ecosystems particularly through deforestation. Working together, abatement in this ecosystem sector and in the energy sector could drive most global emissions reductions. However, negotiations leading to the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, which crystallized the commitment of the UNFCCC, forfeited the inclusion of the ecosystem sector for largely political and ideological reasons. This thesis by prior publications suggests that the result is the decoupling of the ecosystem sector from climate change policy, and that this continues to drive discordant policies at international, national and regional levels.

Donald Lewis Zoellner
Thesis Title: *If VET is the Answer, what was the Question? Theorising an Australian Machinery of Population Control*

The under-theorised common sense of vocational education and training and its ability to incorporate and transform ideas such as transparency, discipline and consumption are the focus of "If vocational education and training is the answer, what was the question? Theorising public policy and the behaviour of citizens." Using research techniques from ethnography, this narrative summary analyses the development and maturation of the National Training System as it was implemented in the Northern Territory in response to Commonwealth initiatives. Both governments have used the inclusiveness of vocational education and training to produce and reproduce a unique Australian citizen-worker-consumer who is expected to behave in a normal manner while undertaking a lifelong project of self-improvement. Vocational education and training provides a mutually acceptable, banal technology to frame the power/knowledge relationship between the population and those who are elected to govern. Conceiving of this assemblage as absence provides continuous public policy flexibility.
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Diploma of Engineering
Ali Al Saleh
Conor James Dally
Ethan James Davis-Innes
Neville Fabiyanic
Tamara Fern
Damien Thomas Guthrie
Nicole Minge
Michael Grant Noble
Andrew Edward Pearson
Bradley Pell
Nathan Reginald Saunders
Darren Sharp
Jason Lee Thomson
Dean John Upton

Diploma of Network Engineering
Stephen James Bidgood
Amiel Gabijan
Andrew David Peal
Annakarage Manuka Bahshana Pieris
Timothy Colin Vellacott

Diploma of Science
Mark Elford
Brittany Kim Hayward-Brown

Bachelor of Applied Science
Kaitlyn Elise Andrews
Danielle Jean Batten
Gemma Church
Matthew Gerard O’Brien
Maria Salvatris Poni Uran

Bachelor of Behavioural Science
Jacintha-Lee Terase Anderson
Emma Louise Barnett
Chloe Coleman-Harty
Geraldine Clare Gotting
Peta Catherine Hazelton
Linda Anne Hopkinson
Tanisha Kimberley Hutchinson
Jessica Anne Kretschmer
Rebecca Frances Lambert
Frances Nora Lily McCarthy
Shelley McKaskill
Clair Kate McKenna
Chani Mortimer
Anna Jade Stansall
Elizabeth Jaya Stubbs
Rachel Yvette Urquhart
Tylee Tamara Noelle Wirth

Bachelor of Biomedical Science
Fahad Panhwar

Bachelor of Clinical Sciences
Claire Louise Chandler
Venaska Carmoni Cheliah
Ronald I-Heng Chou
Bernadette Jane Frances De Zylva
Jack Donald Fuller
Farhan Ali Khan
Nikhil Ranjan Kundu
Aaron Brett Miles
Rushab Chetan Shah
Yu Chih Sun

Bachelor of Engineering
Rui Manuel Da Silva Madeira
Ali Decmac
Karen Jennifer Gaitan Torres
Adam Gibbs
Diwas Gurung

Bachelor of Environmental Science
Nathan John Hoult

Bachelor of Environmental Science
(Environmental Management)
Corrine Jane Duncan
Samantha Jane Fleming
Nicole Kai Gardiner
Alison Hayward
Justus Janoschka
Emma Louise Lupin
Sarah Dorothy Pilkington
Shireen Katherine Pisters
Poasa Raqiyawa
Carmen Ann Walker

Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science
Elisabeth Rebecca Dawson Ewens
Stacey Jenine McKenzie
Carina Meyer
Sivakami Meera Nagendra
Mackinlay Stirrat
Nikki Louise Symons

Bachelor of Health Science
Caitlin Theresa Gorry

Bachelor of Humanitarian and Community Studies
Kiri Sheree Adamson
Kyaw Zayar Aung
Peter Geoffrey John Clouting
Bonnie Matilda Dowie
Louise Fay Looby
Bevan James Moir
Stefanie Charlotte Storsberg
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Bachelor of Information Technology
James Renier Allin
Asaduzzaman Bepari
Rishi Kesh Bhandari
Fadzai Adeil Chari
Matthew Arthur Hill
Anup Kattel
Hoang Uyen Nguyen
Lila Raj Niroula
Anna Margaret Rinaldi
Deependra Subedi
Shyam Bahadur Thapa
Ezequiel Jr Valerio
Shigang Xing
Nafees Yousaf

Bachelor of Information Technology (Co-Op)
Harley Kai Johnson

Bachelor of Midwifery
Omana Divakaran
Karen Gall
Genevieve Sophie Cusack Jones
Sreeja Karunakaran
Bridget Ellen O’Brien
Tessa Jane Ritchie
Deborah Joyce Rogerson
Lynice Helen Wood

Bachelor of Nursing
Virginia Abela
Ivy Jean Aboy
Sunshine Cepra Anoba
Matthew Grant Adams
Oyesola Oluwatosin Adedoyin
Nkemdilim Ohubumni Alfred
Terri-Lee Allworth
Cherrycel Anderson
Alaine Galang Antonio
Grace Asasura
Melonie Jane Back
Patricia Anne Bailey
Aries Balino
Katherine Louise Bates
Richel Bautista
Suzette Christleen Bell
Hanna Elisabeth Bjoern
Gian Michael Borinaga
Ashlee Lauren Bryant
Angela Frances Buen
Rae-Chal Jane Burgess
Tracy Marie Burleigh
Catherine Lizbeth Brugada Caballero
Cassandra Ann Calvert
Scott David Alfred Calvert
Kerry Alice Cassidy
Daniel Edward Cochnier
Mae Ann Chan
Holly Kathleen Clarke
Lauren Jennine Clarke
Polyanna Neath Clarke
Karen Molly Connors
Polly May Cover
Tammi Cowan
Georgina May Cunningham
Cherry Ann De La Cruz
Melanie Jane Dickison
Peggy June Dougan
Cara Louise Emmerton
Nicola Jane Emmett
Susan Clare Enstrom
Chioma Joy Enwere
Catherine Evelyn Rose Farey
Colleen Patricia Farrell
Katie Elizabeth Farrell
Benjamin Hans Farren
Cathy Rosemary Fernandes
Christine Jane Field
Jacqueline Patricia Flanagan
Courtney Jane Foster
Jane-Elise Francis
Shannon Lee Gabriel
Aleksandra Galonja
Charline Gamad
Ma Everlene Gamuza
Prue Maree Garside
Anne Mary Gemmell
Esther Gillam
Lisa Marie Gliddon
Kylie Lauren Green
Helena Griesebner
Simone Louise Griffiths
Jason Guillas
Jordan Guillas
Christine Marie Gunn
Praveen Kotelah Panchaksharappa
Shandelle Harding
Kavita Harry
Nerissa Jayne Hartley
Tammy Sue Hemingway
Jessica Cathleen Hennessy
Damien Lee Hessell
Kylie Marie Hirama
Belischka Holland
Kerry Pauline Hollonds
Megan Kathleen Hoyne
Shelley Anne Iloitt
Justine Imberger
April Jean Irvine
Sandy Maree Jamieson
Lauren Sarah Kaiserman
Anupama Marydas Kanjirathingal
Tawanda Katerere
Luana Marie Katu
Kanwaljit Kaur
Joanne Ellen Kehl
Camille Eva Kelly
Teena May Kelly
Wendy Sam Kika
Sarah Jane Kilpatrick
Aimee Jayne Larson
Catherine Ledger
Fransiska Putri Lestari
Sarah Anne MacPherson
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Prativa Maharjan
Sheilagh Maher
Billy-Jo Desiree Main
Boney Makkattil Sebastian
Garry Jay Malagno
Skye Madonna Manthey
Amy Rachael McCaw
Eliza-Jane McGinn
Rosanna Milan
Erin Louise Miller
Sandy Anne Monkhouse-Lone
Kim Janelle Mooney
Melissa Ann Moore
Emma Irene Morgans
Amanda Mullineux
Ma Nazimer Diana Navarro
Sanjita Neupane
Sandra Elizabeth O’Keefe
Lauren Jade O’Shea
Charity Oluchukwu Obodoekwe
Nadine Rachel Oborn
Carolyn Patricia Oxley
Rupa Pandey Lamichhane
Georgia Lee Pardon
Zoe Eliza Star Pauling
Merisha Lee Pelling
Ronald Perez
Nerida Ellen Kamala Powell
Kristen Lee Prapulenis
Sarita Pudasaini
Danika Anne Pullar
Catherine Anne Ramsay
Tania Rasmussen
Preethimalie Ratnayake
Tracy Jayne Read
Hana Reed
Amanda Riley
Audrey Kate Robinson
Darren James Robinson
Mary Rogers
Fiona Ross
Tessa Jayne Rowe
Kylie Tania Ryan
Chester Ed Sanchez
Luis Alberto Sanchez-Requejo
Gwenda Anne Sandrin
Ressel Say
Wendy Joanne Scarborough
Timothy James Schmidtke
Georgina Leigh Schneekloth
Natalie Anne Scott
Dana Seamons
Brook Gail Shields
Kathleen Eunice Siroy
Joanne Smith
Maria Spinello
Emil Gerald Suarez
Kristina Jutta Summers
Michelle Hannah Sutton
Vicki Till
Nelly Tipace
Nerissa Anne Tucker

Haley Jane Turner
Judith Ann Van Haaren
Arvee Vasquez
Pauline Vassallo
Tegan Sarah Ward
Amy Marie Wenham
Kim Wesley
Amanda Elizabeth Woulfe
Alika Marie Wright

Bachelor of Pharmacy
Anh Vu Duong
Hai Lun Feng
Komborero Isabel Gundani
Jae Taek Jin
Hong Thi Ngoc Luu
Bhaumik Ratilal Patel
Rejoice Ramotsweleta
Mark Maurice Saad
Sehee Shim
Feng Chien Sun
Ranveen Takhar
Sally Tolba

Bachelor of Psychological Science
Tim James Powell

Bachelor of Science
Marcel Browster-O’Brien
Ananda Kumar Kundu

Bachelor of Social Work
Bethan Louise Colman
Dianne Joy Fattore
Kirsty Lee Letton
Georgina Sabamba
Bonita Mae Scott
Aescha Rebecca Wills

Bachelor of Engineering (Co-Op) with Second Class Honours, Division B
Joseph John Herbison

Bachelor of Science with Second Class Honours, Division B
Bahati Kwizera Mbuzukongira
Elvis Goncalo Da Silva Ximenes

Bachelor of Behavioural Science with Second Class Honours, Division A
Morgan Brown

Bachelor of Pharmacy with Second Class Honours, Division A
Tsz Kin Aaron Khan

Bachelor of Psychological Science with Second Class Honours, Division A
Fyona Jane Storer
## Bachelor of Science with Second Class Honours, Division A
- Michele Lisa Greenfield
- Jasmin Webb

## Bachelor of Pharmacy with First Class Honours
- Samuel Joel Keitaanpaa
- Julia Knobloch

## Bachelor of Psychological Science with First Class Honours
- Amalia Badawi
- Angela Marriner

## Bachelor of Science with First Class Honours
- Adrian Ludwig Gurra
- Methinee Intarapanya
- Grant James Johnson
- Kelly William Munro

## Graduate Diploma in Child and Family Health
- Donna Michelle Bignell
- Emma Louise Bowers
- Janet Michelle De San Miguel
- Patricia Ann Graham
- Deborah Michelle Grigg
- Maggie Lee O’Sullivan
- James Bruce Roggiero
- Vanessa Maree Rotumah
- Kelly Bernice Simmons
- Melanie Rose Sutton
- Lynda Walsh
- Kathleen Margaret Wilton

## Graduate Diploma in Nursing
- Alyce Maree Casilli
- Darren Graeme Chilton
- Donelle Louise Cross
- Nicole Theresa Forster
- Kathryn Dawn Jones
- Kelly Elizabeth Lowe
- Sarah Elizabeth Mogler
- Belinda Louise Mumme
- Margaret Louise Phillips
- Andrea Jane Rieusset
- Brigid Ingrid Robertson
- Emma Louise Robertson
- Bigi Simon
- Rebecca Louise Trethewie

## Graduate Diploma in Psychology
- Valentina Chakovan
- Michelle Allana Gregory
- Tammy Joseph
- Michelle Emily McPhedran
- Aziza Osman
- Denise Joy Parker
- Gucki Sara Reissenberger
- Katerina Tezaris
- Maren Thoss
- Susan Joy Yeeles

## Master of Applied Linguistics
- Ewan Alexander MacDonald

## Master of Engineering
- Josephine Morales
- Sundar Rupakheti
- Farhan Saeed
- Junxi Wu

## Master of Engineering Management
- Sowaid Mohammed
- Piyarach Hassarungsri

## Master of Environmental Management
- Mirza Humayun Baig

## Master of Health Practice (Nurse Practitioner)
- Deborah Christine Foskett
- Deborah Grant
- Trudy Ann Guiney
- Leigh Frances Spokes
- Cherie Yvonne Whitbread

## Master of Information Technology Management
- Karen Downing

## Master of Information Technology (Software Engineering)
- Suman Choudry Chutraram
- Kai Wang

## Master of Tropical Environmental Management
- Ingvar Anda

## Master of Health Science by Research
- Jagtar Singh

## Master of Social and Policy Research
- Jan Salmon
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**Graduate Certificate in Public Health**
Catherine Helen Gargan
Ramya Ramamoorthi

**Graduate Diploma in Public Health**
Zeina Karlee Hayes
Jaed Timothy Hopgood
Helen Jeyamony Lamech

**Master of Public Health**
Rachel Elizabeth Conn
Helen Catherine Kehoe
Monica Wangui Muturi
Verity Elizabeth Slee

**Master of Health Science by Research**
Sara-Jane Noonan
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School of Trades

**Certificate I in Automotive**
Griffin Bradley
James Tristan Cunningham
Breanna Franks
Samuel Franks
Brock Hope
Blake Hughes
River Pitt
Lucielle Salau - Russell
Kallib Skelton

**Certificate I in Resources and Infrastructure Operations**
Simon Adjudra
Alien Alvaran
Malcolm Armstrong
Wykeema Rose Jane Banderson
Ben Bromley
Thomas Brown
Shiyon Bunnett
Izaia Calma-Taylor
Jacob Campbell
Darren Caulton
Kris Clements
Costello Dixon
Dylan Dossants-Mcneven
Marwin Elambo
Tahlia Kaye Fairchild
Scovia Foni
Elijah Vincent Gardi
Paraskos Geranis
Dylan Fredrick Gray
Kayne Hagen
Roy Halse
Benjamin Harper
Jenny Hi
Mallee Hill
Kenny Ho
Sean Hopkins
Shirley John
Georgios Kathopoulos
Andre Kelly
Jabin Kenyi
Nectarios Kokkinidis
Michael Kunikorn
Jarrod Lay
Sharna Ledwidge
Theofilis Leleksis
Davon Marks
Chandler Marquez
Graham McDonald
Brody Mills
Mark Moriarty
Kiriath Patterson
Ananias Payton
Rebecca Pearce
Braedon Peters
Simon Phuakphum
Victor Pitia

Joseph Pusterla
Ritua Rauraa
Daniel Reeve
Nick Reiter
Angus Riley
Rhys Rodda
Anthony Savvas
Calum Schelkis
Lucas Schmitt
Maedelynn Schonfisch-Farry
Beau Simmons
Elijah Simpson
Ryan Slade
Tate Leslie Stewart
Caleb Mark Stroek
Zachary Swinburne
Gino Allen Tartaglia
Waisele Thomson
Amos Tom
Vetari Tom
Tom Jason Trickey
Mitchell Gary Upton
Nick Vazanellis
Craig Lee Webber
Justin Howell Williams
Jet Wyles-Kelly
Anastasis Zagrafakis

**Certificate II in Automotive Air Conditioning Technology**
Luke Austin
Anton Josef Koch
Scott Lashmore
Warwick Meredith Leven

**Certificate II in Automotive Mechanical (Air Conditioning)**
Brett Carew Antoney
Alan David Arnesen
Adrian Crawford Ballinger
Michael Bretherton
Stephen Rhoderi Charlett
Joel Bradley Curnow
Ryan Czechowski
Gary Jon Da Forno
Jhed dela Cruz
Roderick William Donner
David Eldridge
Stephen Paul Elliott
Thomas Luke Gibbons
Nelson Brendan Gibbs
Darren Heaven
Alastair Peter Hintz
Kyle Armin Herbert Hoffrichter
Michael John Hopper
Patrick Frayne Jarman
Stephen Raxmond Kahler
Jan Koekemoer
Andrew Dale Lague
Kin Hean Lay
Wesley James Lovell
Renee Amber O’Brien  
Edward Colston Osgood  
Joel Albert Parnaby  
Kerry Charles Walter Powell  
Tim Roe  
Wade Roy  
David Anthony Russell  
Roberto Salomon Samson  
Christopher Denis Saunders  
Nikolas Alexander Schoeffel  
Jason Spires  
Konah Dean Stuart  
Timothy John Sweetman  
Shane Thornburrow  
Pierce Tudehope  
Isagani Jr Ulep  
Mitchell Gerard Vanetie  
Rory Scott Vermeersch

**Certificate II in Automotive Vehicle Servicing (Heavy Vehicle)**  
Jacob Desmond Purdue

**Certificate II in Automotive Vehicle Servicing (Light Vehicle)**  
Tyrone Michael Anderson  
Edge Bolton  
Liam Bradbury  
Ian James Britton  
Benjamin Harper  
Blake Ingleton  
Bradley Jackson  
Connor Lawrie  
Clifford McLennan  
Clarence Reyes  
Jacob Robaye  
Amie Smith  
Jordan Smith  
Waisele Thomson  
Brent Ward  
Darren Wauchope

**Certificate II in Engineering**  
Robert John Go-Sam  
Arasu Hamilton  
Shane Izod

**Certificate II in Maritime Operations (Coxswain Grade 1 Near Coastal)**  
Simon James Harries  
Chris Keppie  
Diane Purcell

**Certificate II in Resource Processing**  
Shane Reuben Cooper

**Certificate II in Resources and Infrastructure Work Preparation**  
Eugene Bukulatjpi  
Joshua Rranthing Bukulatjpi  
Nathan Bukulatjpi  
Tommy Minburra Bukulatjpi  
Tony Bukulatjpi  
Grant Stanley Burton  
Benjamin Mark Cornell  
John Crocker  
Howard Anthony Clifton Croft  
Richard John Dwyer  
Glen Holmkvist  
Jed Masters  
Harry Philip Moe  
Trevor Primmer  
Jo David Ryder  
Daryl Tambling  
Ian Turner  
Glenn Young

**Certificate II in Split Air-Conditioning and Heat Pump Systems**  
Chris Luke Bailey

**Certificate II in Surface Extraction Operations**  
Geoffrey Ivan Baronet

**Certificate II in Transport & Distribution (Coastal Maritime Operations - Coxswain)**  
David Lee Barry  
Duncan Buckle  
Kathryn Ann Buckley  
Darren Ganawa Burarrwanga  
Anne-Maree D’Souza  
Ricky Terence Dalgrin  
Elisabeth Margaretha Dethmers  
Steven Matthew Erdelyi  
Jock Duncan Fleming  
Albert Gawaiadji  
Hamish Wakuratjpi Gondarra  
Dean Yalapuru Gumana  
Paul John Hardy  
Stuart Adam Kellaway  
Patrick Lami Lami  
Ian Andrew Leiper  
Clive McMahon  
Samuel Mununggurr  
Darren James O’Dwyer  
Thomas Sutherland Rayner  
James Thom  
Silvia Gabrina Tonyes  
Gamanarra Wunungmurra  
William Wurlurli

**Certificate II in Warehousing Operations**  
Francisco Cardoso Da Cruz
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Certificate III in Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration
Chris Luke Bailey
Isaac Vincent Dunstan-Googder
Andrew Mark Lehmann
Jay Trewin

Certificate III in Automotive Body Repair Technology
Mason James Anderson
Sam Burt
Anthony Ellis

Certificate III in Automotive Electrical Technology
Christopher Bates
Michael Bretherton
Joel Bradley Curnow
Michael Denny
Darby Douglas
Thomas Luke Gibbons
Nelson Brendan Gibbs
Dean Ethan Limbert
Damien Anthony McInnes
Jessie Miranda
Patrick William Murphy
Mark James Mylius
Danilo Ortiz
Paul Benjamin Stevenson
Jarryd Tellam
Ryan John Tranthem

Certificate III in Automotive Mechanical Technology (Heavy Vehicle Mobile Equipment)
Mischa Felix Bertschi
Jace Betts
Frank Brown
Alastair Peter Hintz
Nikitas Kypreos
Andrew Dale Lague
Mitchell Frederic Jack Leonhardt
Trent Christopher Love
Constantine Mandas
Craig Russell McGregor
Mark Noble
Daniel Gordon Pethick
David Anthony Russell
Sergio Samiotis
Pierce Tudehope
Leigh White
Daniel Matthew Wright

Certificate III in Automotive Mechanical Technology (Heavy Vehicle Road Transport)
Jamie Byrne
Jamie Chambers
Ramos Elmar
Liam Terrence Forsyth
Adam Troy Maison
Roberto Manahan
Jason Philip Matthews
Peter Andrew Myercough
Michael Nichols
Roderick Nunez
Randhir Panwar
Brenden John Smith
Dean Jos Staunton
Cohen Ross Walters
Maximilian Vincent Wilson

Certificate III in Automotive Mechanical Technology (Light Vehicle)
Ashley David Andrews
Jake Harley Armitstead
Shaun Boyer
Samuel William Danvers
Estelle Louise Dickfoss
Matthew Patrick Grant
Andrew Douglas Grey
Scott Daniel Herrick
Galen Hubert
Kin Hean Lay
Jordan Long
Clifford Luea McCumstie
Jessie Miranda
Danilo Ortiz
Craig Charles Powling
Timothy James Reimann
Roberto Salomon Samson
Nathan James Tarman

Certificate III in Automotive Refinishing Technology
Mason James Anderson
Sam Burt

Certificate III in Automotive Vehicle Body (Panel Beating)
Adil Abdalla
Brandon Flynn

Certificate III in Automotive Vehicle Body (Vehicle Painting)
George Forno
Blaine Aron Sinclair

Certificate III in Cabinet Making
Amir Karim Fraser
Daniel Halupka
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Certificate III in Carpentry
Emmanuel Cabote
Andrew George Day
Nicholas Domonic Dicandilo
Darna Tony Elsegood
William Foster
Pandeli Magriplis
Matthew Joseph Petterson
Grayson Phillips
Mathew Adam Porter
Constantinos Sambanis
Ryan Edward Schmitt
Shawn Stoehr
Jack Martin Upstill
Joshua Jon Wahlqvist
Brent Lawrence Wilton

Certificate III in Civil Construction Plant Operations
Anthony Acampora
Samual Asera
Jarryd Stephen Banyer
Cale Joseph Bellew
William Thomas Burn
Shaun Andrew Dennington
Matthew Charles Hampton-Kenny
Patrick James Harvey
Joshua John McLean
Adam Nulty
Caleb James O’Dwyer
Paul Luke Pangquee
Jai Prolongeau
Matthew Reid
Raymond Sobieralski
Trevor Michael Wilson
Joel Corey Winter

Certificate III in Engineering - Fabrication Trade (Heavy Fabrication)
Dominic Baldasara Adjudra
James Buckley
Mark Nicholas Bushbridge
Anthony John George
Ryan Arnold Hampel
David Brent Harrison
Darcy James Hogan
Michael Shayne Jennings
Adam Joseph Klein
Ajay Kumar
Malcolm Lewis
Tyson Kila Rawlins
Max Roberts
William Scheuboeck
William Campbell Sloan
Anthony Victor Tucker
Matthew James Watts
Terence Wunungmurra

Certificate III in Engineering - Fabrication Trade (Light Fabrication)
Kevin Howard
Aaron Joel Wedding

Certificate III in Engineering - Mechanical Trade
Trent Roger Appleby
Luke Martin Barrett
Aaron Ross Campbell
Gavin George Chapman
Samuel Fleming
Dylan Thomas Gontscharow
Joel Kevan
Matthew Mills
Dale Murphy

Certificate III in Heavy Commercial Vehicle Mechanical Technology
Shane Anthony Downes
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Certificate III in Logistics
Aaron Coombe
Roy Goncalves Da Costa
Alok Rao

Certificate III in Plumbing
Kameron Charles Finn Boyd
Jermaine Michael Joseph Clayton
Luke Aaron Coles
James Corcoran
Darragh Pahey
Fergal Flynn
John George
Michael Hodgetts
Moses Jackson
Zachary Lazarou
Justin Charles Lowe
Reeves Alexander Milner
Tony Murray
George Nicholas Pantelos
Nathaniel John Parkes
Kirk Bradley Pollard
Karl Paul Redmond
Brent Andrew Roath
Filipe Barbosa Dos Santos
Christopher David Sentance
Luke David Stapledon
Michael James Taylor
Brayden Jack Tielen
Themelis Trikilis
Matthew David Westbrooke
Ryan James Lee Wilton
Michael Shane Yates

Certificate III in Process Plant Operations
Phillip John Ranie

Certificate III in Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning
Maximillan Jacob Browne
Jonathon Francis Crowe
Stephen Edward Goddard
Benjamin Desmond Short

Certificate III in Roof Plumbing
Peter Glenn
Ian Karlo Lucas

Certificate III in Warehousing Operations
Samuel Batson
Damien Clough
Thomas William Dal Santo
Marsina Daisy Fraser
Lynette Karen Garrick
Simon Hahn
Michael John Hiscock
Luke Holmes
Bayden Royce Iron
Brett Manning
Michael Nyback

Alok Rao
Adrian John Sherriff
Daniel Smail
Adam Smith
Bradley Jade Van Galen
Kyaw Zin Win

Certificate IV in Building and Construction (Building)
Mathew Anthony
Adam Geoffrey Calder
Tasman Chivers
Dale Andrew Cornish
Ty Kingston Fergus
Peter Goncalves Ferreira
Gavin John Freeman
Michael Hatton
Nicholas Kastellorizios
Adam Larsson
Michael Lysteris
Lucas Justan McAuley
Sean Thomas Moriarty
Kent James Osmotherly
Mark Racic
Tom Shepherd
Daniel Thomas Stephenson
Stephen Michael Thomas
Heng Dack Ting
Heng Dieng Ting
Peter Darrin Yandell

Certificate IV in Engineering (Welding)
Saville Collopen

Certificate IV in Logistics
Dean Baird
Simon Hahn
Margaret Anne Lindsay
Jamie Spilsbury
Peter Thurbon

Certificate IV in Process Plant Technology
Ben Moran
Richard David Radclyffe-Smith

Certificate IV in Residential Drafting
John Derek Berryman
Rafael Dingle
Peter Geoffrey Eupene
Alan Hoffmann
Peter Andrew Kakakios
Pamela Joy Martin

Diploma of Building Design and Technology
Viet Bui
Helena Nadja Marie Hainz
Ryan James Mangold
School of Business

**Bachelor of Accounting**
Kyla Brigette Avellanosa
Ernawati
Kulveer Jatana
Kadem Lee Jones
Gursharan Kaur
Parminder Kaur
Mei Hong See
Margaret May Vetter
Meng Wang
Haiping Zhou

**Bachelor of Business**
Gibrillia Damaris Modoh
Jana Leah Vekar
Carly Whittaker

**Bachelor of Commerce**
Kaitlyn Elise Andrews
Emrah Bahadir
Chi Ming Chan
Demitrios Costa Christou
Onuma Kalu Dike
Stephanie Dunkel
Ereenie Elenis
Anne Elizabeth Francis
Kelly Jai Fong
Alexandra Katharina Henggeler
Sarah Maree Soncini
Carine Kapiamba Tshimbu
Rachel Ashley Kennaway
Thomas Peter Konieczny
Anastasia Koulianos
Staffan Lee
Xu Li
Qian Ni Liao
Wing Yan Liu
Gregory Francis Loveridge
Zahera Mohammed
Hoang Uyen Nguyen
Ngoc Yen Ong
Helen Rakkas
Rason Sabamba
Kyriako Savvas
Irene Sfouggaristos
Tuan Ta
Patricia Mariano Tamayo
Tamara Marie Thompson
Peter John Walker
Rebekka Claire Whiting

**Graduate Certificate in Business Administration**
Tanya Alison Priestley

**Graduate Certificate in Public Governance**
Julie Catherine King

**Graduate Diploma in Business Administration**
Patrick Huia Stephensen

**Master of Accounting**
Svetlana Abella
Rashik Bhandari
Diwata Galura
Kaizan Cyrus Irani
Chen Liang
Chien-Yu Lin
Kazi Naveed Ridwan
Talal Sabri
Tan Shang
Zhiru Sheng
Hai Ly Tran
Kyeon Won

**Master of Business Administration**
Sachiko Hirayama
Jarrad John Holmes
Prem Mahara
Sowaid Mohammed
Melwyn Menino Pereira
Shabanah Shafiq

**Master of Business Administration (Professional Practice)**
Ramphel Acuna
Tu Ann Calinga
Tamas Fabo
Mathew Joy
Syed Redwanur Rahman
Cristina Yuri Rebelo Dos Santos Costa

**Master of Professional Accounting**
Melwyn Menino Pereira
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School of Creative Arts and Humanities

Certificate II in Creative Industries (Media)
Jacinta Barbour

Certificate III in Media
Benjamin Guy Fuller
Emma Elizabeth Ganley
Darryn Kilian
Courtney Mauger
Megan Netluch
Samantha Teau Alira Rauraa
Paige Ruth Hyakutake Wilson

Certificate IV in Design
Vincenzo Ciccarone
Craig Glen Coley
Walai Jomkoh
Melissa Jo-Anne Maillis
Merran Joy Sierakowski

Certificate IV in Interactive Digital Media
William John Chin Quan
Chloe Davis
Robyn Lee Matthews
Nicholas Parry
Brandon Vandersluis
Damon James Witte

Certificate IV in Music
Steven Craig Nichol

Certificate IV in Visual Arts
Mark Robert Johnson
Maria Kuhn

Diploma of Languages
Christopher James Hall
Debra Lucille MacKie
Aakash Tolani

Bachelor of Arts
Christine Elizabeth Croser
Katie Anne Eadie
Nicole Faye Everett
Carlos Ernesto Gonzalez Campos
Kira Goodsell
Shea Louise Koch
Tauseef Mohammed
Justin Konrad Murphy
Bernadette Raumteen
Jessica Amy Slapp
Wilson James Tighe
Daina Marion Trew
Paul William Turner
John Vico

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries
Carlos Ernesto Gonzalez Campos
Elizabeth Olga Saunders

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries (Communication)
Angela Mae Brayton
Alfiya Kenzina
Madhvi Mishra
Robert Moran
Necla Ozdemir
Madelaine Laura Twomey

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries (Fine Arts)
Ian William Hance
Emma Skye McClellan

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries (New Media Design)
Serge Joshua Ah-Wong
Adam Brian Chilcott

Bachelor of Design
Jefferson Andre Alves De Oliveira
Ruth Buchanan Brown
Samantha Lea Dodds
Tanwarat Intakate
Vinh Phat Lam
Nehemiah MacAbuhay
Laura Aracy Pereyra Burns

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries with First Class Honours
Bradley Maxwell Fawcett

Graduate Diploma in Languages
Anne Hosking

Master of Arts by Research
Maggie Carey
Paul Scott Clark
School of Law

Associate Degree in Legal Studies
Nicholas Andrew Buick
Matthew Peter Fossey

Bachelor of Laws
Sergio Andriez
Joel Xavier Cockerell
Christine Elizabeth Croser
Tania Marie Emes
Andrew Finn
Anne Elizabeth Francis
Maureen Gabriel
Keith Gregory
Adam Rowland Jones
Douglas Warren Lovegrove
Tami Rechele Murrells
Obiageli Nzekwue
Natasha Lee O’Connell
Bernadette Raumteen
Gavin James Roberts
Wendyn Ross Robinson
James Andrew Roughley
Patricia Mariano Tamayo
Jeffrey Ian Thompson
Wilson James Tighe
John Vico

Bachelor of Laws with Second Class Honours, Division B
Paul Jeffrey Burton
Lucy-Anne Inglis
Rhani Jade Roberts

Bachelor of Laws with Second Class Honours, Division A
Allison Christine Dakin
Gabriel Hasib Harfouche
Anastasia Koulianos
Phillip Michael Monk
Peter David Spring

Bachelor of Laws with First Class Honours
Michael Anthony Aitken
Paul Andrew Cassidy
Danae Terese Clarke
Andrew John Hahn
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School of Primary Industries

Certificate I in Agrifood Operations
Kaynesley Anthony
Francis Camphoo
Stephen Cox
Elizabeth Gumurdul
Lena Gurruwiwi
Mawurrayambatj Besma Gurruwiwi
Monawuy Gurruwiwi
Zelda Balpiyangay Gurruwiwi
Coreya Koimala
Shantennelle Koimala-Brown
Brian Kyais
Geoffrey Pareroutja
Aaron Yunupingu

Certificate I in Conservation and Land Management
Domino Bidwee
Keanu Bob
Vanessa Bradshaw
Nathalia Dixon
Hilton Garnarradj
Kendrick Hector
Jerome Lacey
Icen McDonald
Elizabeth Roe
Jasmine Waymali

Certificate II in Agriculture
Justin Troy Anderson
Brock Nathan Bliss
Bert John Custance
Dannielle Joyce Darcy
Alexander James Davies
Hamish Thomas Dickson
Mitchell Dwyer
Jordyn Kate Marshall Ellis
Georgia Rose Glasson
Lucy Rae Harris
Thomas Joseph Hill
James Holcombe
James Michael Honner
Harry Andrew Locke
Anna Maguire
Maath Donald Maralingurra
Stuart John Milne
Aimee Jane Moss
Gilbert Nabobbob
Judah Nawirridj
Adelaide Mary Nielsen
Ryan Nickolas Placucci
Madeleine Anne Porter
Luke Stevens
Rory Christopher Stonestreet
Jessica Tobbutt
Mia Emily Vincent
James Robert Wallis
Hugh Horton Willoughby
James Richard Gilmore Wilson

Certificate II in Animal Studies
Samantha Louise Cankett
Stevie Maree Drawwater
Jessica Lee Lane
Zwleika McEwen
Leanne Michelle Webster

Certificate II in Aquaculture
Liezl Brand
Michael Raphael Capella
Louie Dowell-Wise
Garrick Connor Foy
Bienfait Kwanca
Isaac Langford
Christopher Lee McCarthy-Wood
William Roughley
Keanu Marc Scordo
Kieran Thompson
Christopher Wright

Certificate II in Conservation and Land Management
Nicolas Pond
Daryl Tambling

Certificate II in Horticulture
Danny Neil Clive Purse
Paul Russell Tyler
Nathon Norman Gregory Wilson-Ahwon

Certificate III in Agriculture
William Samuel Cant
Dominique Alexa Carter
Tiffany Janet Dunn
Stephanie Claire Hardman
Henry Jordan
Ben Peter Kiss
Jamie Robin Wayne Kunze
Eric Miles
Jackson Mitchell
Jeremy Rudd
Elizabeth Kathryn-Rose Tate
Emily Jane Troeth
Mary-Colleen Vaughan
Adele Catherine Wheeler

Certificate III in Conservation and Land Management
John Rocky Cahill
Wayne Joseph Hodges
Nuno Goncalo Martins Cintra
Joel Kaya Ozgin
Vijay Singh Sheokand
Bonnie Jane Thurtell
Christina Triantafillisidis
Brett Anthony Webster
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Certificate III in Horticulture
Peta Ashley Irene Barb
Gregory Brian Dunstan
Peter John Gingell
Paul Murray Hanrahan
Wayne Joseph Hodges
Cameron Mark Leach
Rochelle Dawn McNabb
Justin Henry Moore

Certificate IV in Conservation and Land Management
Diego Alvarez Cortes
Michael David Bouwer
Mark Mick
Jake Aaron Pokorny
Jodie Ranford

Diploma of Conservation and Land Management
Diego Alvarez Cortes
Hanna Maria Lisa Markones
Justin Henry Moore
Michael Stauder
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School of VET Health, Community and Children’s Services

Certificate I in Spoken and Written English
Sabina Achiro
Elizabeth Akoi Atem
Hoanm Mi Chau
Dar Cin Dar Khuah
Noor Farok
Fatima Hassain
Vonny Media
Hai Phuong Nguyen
Van Huyen Nguyen
Santhithakun Niyomtham
Grese Panday
Chanthy Pen
Suk Maya Rai
Zhengan Zheng

Certificate II in Community Services
Renee Angeb
Nelly Barbara
Patsy Brown
Loretta Deegan
Mariette Gaden
Taryn Lee Kruger
Jerome Lacey
Christine Manbulloo
Shirley McDonald
Sarah Morgan
Serena Munyarryyun
Tina Tyler

Certificate II in Spoken and Written English
Jackline Abel
Brown
Guangxia Chen
Jing Zhou Feng
Seyed Mohammad Hashemi
Sirinapha Holdsworth
Abdullah Jabar Khail
Mridula Joshi
Thanh Thuy Lan Nancarrow
Xuan Nguyen Thi
Beatriz Soares
Subha Usha
Nidhi Verma
Rosallinda Nollan Williams
Hamidullah Zamiri

Certificate III in Aged Care
Crystal Abing
Michelle Louise Allen
Margaret Allgood
Ani Andayani
Christabelle Baranay
Revelina Bondoc
Jocelyn Brown-Fejo
Lisa Maree Butler
Sandra Byard
Fatima Callera
Georgina Campbell
Joyce Oyola Hakim
Melanie Jane Holwell
Ji-Hye Jeong
Lisa Ann Kime-Arditto
Hannah Hawa Kondambu
Christine Mandou
Rico Mavotas
Elisa Frances Pavlovic
Kaffle Rickson
Morgan Ross
Carol Ann Stables
Aida Villarico
Audrey Wesan
Christine Helen Williamson
Caroline Wurrben

Certificate III in Children’s Services
Anya Maree Benson
Itabo Boitshwarelo
Jordie Carroll
Pauline Cass
Maria Natividad Fe Cuibal
Maria Cotis
Penelope Grace Curtis
Rose Ann Dela Cruz
Sarah Elizabeth Featherstone
Maria Frazis
Jennifer Galvin
Cathy Tracey Henry
Magali Celine Howell
Sheryl-Anne Humphreys
Brenda Lillian Johnston
Gloria Johnston
Caridad Monica Juste-Constant
Lisa Veronese Kirkham
Meera Klessa
Sunita Kumari
Susan Jennifer Latimer
Brenda Lillian Johnston
Gloria Johnston
Caridad Monica Juste-Constant
Lisa Veronese Kirkham
Meera Klessa
Sunita Kumari
Susan Jennifer Latimer
Rosa Lines
Sarah Saidha Lino
Soo Lin Loke
Road Davy Mao
Naomi McCormack-Ross
Rebecca Morag Mizzi
Daniel Peter Nicholson
Nichola Ottley
Amy Pike
Cheryl Ann Prosser
Kayla Chelsea Ralph
Alisha Rose
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Tara Staunton  
Jackiline Alibino Sube  
Josephine Sullano  
Saidat Jumoke Tijani  
Emma Tothill  
Sharron Lee Trothowan  
Jane Wairimu  
Belinda Maree Waites  
Samantha Tracy May Lai Wong  
Wei Zheng

Certificate III in Community Services Work  
Dennis Coolwell  
Kelly Graham  
Wayne Malcolm Kentispeare  
Bruce Lake  
Laura Suzanne Mills  
Chloe Louise Mulholland  
Dorcas Mwinyi  
Olivia Raymond  
Melissa Rogers

Certificate III in Home and Community Care  
Michelle Louise Allen  
Margaret Allgood  
Ani Andayani  
Jocelyn Brown-Fejo  
Sandra Byard  
Dhalanba Daymirringu  
Brian Gawanaraili  
Joyce Oyela Hakim  
Lisa James  
Ji-Hye Jeong  
Lisa Ann Kime-Arditto  
Christine Mandou  
Fiona Manfong  
Audrey McDonald  
Elisa Frances Pavlovic  
Charlie Ramandjarri  
Kaffie Rickson  
Shirley Roberts  
Maureen Van Heusden  
Maryanne Vincent  
Audrey Wesan  
Christine Helen Williamson

Certificate III in Spoken and Written English  
Sun Ae Baek  
Lea Ciclet  
Nutpitchaya Comber  
Maricel Dowling  
Kim Giao Huynh  
Sunisa Kraithong  
Olga Nadia Kunaifi  
Maria Luisa Lema Toja  
Thi Quynh Nga Nguyen  
Socheata Ouch  
Paola Pellegrini  
Carmen Dolores Pereira  
Eleftheria Petrakaki  
Aikaterini Roukou  
Asnat Sinsolo Aplonia Sailana  
Akiko Smith  
Akane Tschirpig  
Wen Tzu Wang  
Auemporn Yackoksung

Certificate IV in Community Services Work  
Andrew Alum  
Wayne Billett  
Abbey Rose Bradhurst  
Diane Lucy Collins  
David Grant  
Mohameden H’Meida  
Shareen Hamilton  
Allan Charles Hawke  
Gary Joseph Martin  
Issa Ntigahera  
George Phillip Peckham  
Natoia Lisa Marie Plummer  
Natalia Leigh-Anne Ransome-Daniel  
Esther Meg Robinson  
Heather Roscilla Rosas  
Lynette Dianne Stewart  
Putu Sayu Sukadiasih  
Edward James Taylor  
Amanda Urquhart  
Leonard Robert Waldron  
Nicole Willis

Certificate IV in Education Support  
Lisa Edna Cadd  
Marisa Hargrave  
Angela Lai  
Robyn Cheryl Luter  
Sara Jane Pardon  
Vanda Rands  
Alan Gregory Smith  
Emma Tothill  
Jacqueline Charmaine Walton  
Kylie Maree Wikaira
Certificate IV in Mental Health
Danielle Cuellar
Eva Maria Ullrich

Certificate IV in Population Health
Janette Ajani
Lisa Fereday
Susan Wong

Certificate IV in Spoken and Written English
Meirika
Usha Acharya
Joanna Glynatsis
Ji-Hye Jeong
Cherry Lin
Sakon Nadthayai
Kyaw Naing
Issa Ntigahera
Siu Man Yip

Diploma of Children’s Services (Early Childhood Education and Care)
Kristy Anne Bazevski
Katja Herrmann
Kelly Maree Maxfield
Danielle Kay Prien
Lare Hapea Stanton
Jinan Sun
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School of Education

Bachelor of Children’s Services
Cheryl Leanne Anderson
Maureen Therese Blewitt
Donna Letitia Brooks
Karen Carter
Flora Drakoulis
Lisa Suzanne Emery
Deborah Colleen Roberta Fisher-Goldner
Lisa Kay Forsyth
Gloria Mary Hackett
Tammie Louise Harris
Tanya Ellen Johnson
Natalie Ann Kahlert
Debra Anne Lee
Tara McLennan
Lyndell Jane McNevin
Fiona Nolan
Michelle Leslie Shaw
Michellena Shelton

Bachelor of Early Childhood Learning
Louise Cara Fanning
Tracey Leanne Gabel
Andrea Louise McNair
Vaishali Patel
Adele Read
Beta Filler Sin

Bachelor of Teaching and Learning
Gillian Allcock
Gaynor Lee Arthurson
Emma Kate Bage
Danielle Jean Batten
Brittany Erin Brain
Rachael Laurena Byers
Gemma Church
Maree Therese Darby
Leanne Maree Davis
Shannon Doughty
Kelly Louise Dunne
Katie Anne Edie
Alice Eather
Zoe Louise Elliott
Jacqueline Samantha Fuss
Kira Goodsell
Patricia Ann Gray
Brianna Jade GrazioI
Karen Louise Hall
Maree Frances Hammer
Emma Hansen
Kiteni Ashlee Holt
Rochelle Hunt
Tina Debra Jukic
Matthew Roy Kingham
Joanna Christine Koulouriotos
Irini Kypreou
Anke Lawes
Larissa Anne Lemon
Christine Patricia Milne
Peta Ashley Milne
Tauseef Mohammed
Kelly Jane Monos
Sallyanne Morgan
Justin Konrad Murphy
Khuong Thai Nguyen
Emily Ann Nolan
Diana M Nowland
Matthew Gerard O’Brien
Shane Gregory Ogg
Cynthia Rose Page
Anna Poullas
Nicole Amy Reeves
Elizabeth Olga Saunders
Julie Ann Scull
Benjamin Joseph Seymour
Courtney Pamela Stephenson
Anna Testa
Daina Marion Trew
Telesha Louise Uren
Joanne Sally Williams
Katina Winsley
Emma Louise Winter
Natasha Kim Wood

Bachelor of Teaching and Learning
Early Childhood
Karen Amelia Ball
Tanya Marie Bower
Michelle Joy Callahan
Kate Elizabeth Carr
Colleen Alice Drover
Diana Florence Edgar
Sonya Gaye Ezzy
Catherine Alison Hackett
Elisha Ann Hill
Leanne Maree Kelly
Jannelle Robyn Lake
Amanda Danielle Lane
Mario Mairou
Carly Jane McLaren
Ruth Buna Norris
Melanie Angela Norton
Sheila Rose
Michelle Louise Smith
Emma Margaret Weir

Graduate Certificate of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education
Mary Bushell
Jon-Paul Cacioli
Mary Elizabeth Madden
Jenny Ng
Ezekiel Uba Nwose
Deborah May Prescott
Micah Bernard Thorbjornsen

Graduate Diploma in Language Teaching
Jamie Steele
Graduate Diploma in Teaching and Learning
Jessica Lauren Abbott
Leah Suzanne Adcock
Ferdousi Anis
Ainslie Armour
Layloma Azadzoi
Jo-Anne Lee Bailey
Julie Ann Baker
Sara Barila
Yasmin Bassal
Melissa Jane Bennett
Tara Ashlea Bible
Elena Bird
Lara Bogacz
Tara Elizabeth Boothey
Kirsten Julia Bott
Nathalie Caitlin Boulden
Wayne Colin Brooke
Ellena Rose Brownlow
Tim Christian Budenberg
Kiriily Ann Burden
Danielle Burton
Saphhira Anna Butler
Kate Luisa Carroll
David Robert Caspar
Kylie Maree Challen
Felicity Kate Charrett
Mei Hsiu Chen
Hsuan-Ching Cheng
Raquel Tanya Chester
Casey Taelyn Clark
Dominique Beth Clark
Rhys Aiden Clark
Tami Maree Cochrane
Fiona Cocks
Daniel Ryan Corke
Larissa Jane Cowling
Elizabeth Geradine Cusack
Snjezana Cvijetic
Sameena Daniel
John Alexander Davidson
Rhiannon Day
Nakita Dendle
Muzzamgirl Maqsood Dhedhy
Mark James Dickinson
Jane Colette Dimsey
Lauren Maree Dixon
Mitchell James Donaldson
Karen Lee Drury
Kade Roy Dufek
Megan Jane Durnsford
Tammie Renee Ebert
Monique Maree Eichperger
Rebecca Jean Ellison
Michelle Margaret Erwin
Manal Fayazuddin
Adam Edward Felton
Justina Marie Fernandes
Thomas Robert Fiebiger
Marcus Achilles Filippakis
Emma Deegan Fisher
Cassie Anne Forgan-Brown
Anna Sarah Fredericks-Ifeajika
Richard Edward French
Margaret Joan Gatehouse
David John Gemmell
Josie Langford Glover
Natasha Claire Godfrey
Philippa Helen Grainger
Angela Mary Gray
Chris James Green
Amy Elyse Grego
Bonnie Rose Hall
Leasa Hamilton
Laura Elizabeth Hammond
Michelle Renae Hannah
Ehteshamul Haque
Jordan Edward Harding
Maryellen Lucia Hargreaves
Hira Haroon
Katherine Nicole Harrison
Alicia Michelle Hart
Anna Rebecca Hayes
Mark Andrew Henderson
Lisa Michelle Hill
Jodie Anne Holloman
Carli Jayde Hooper
Caroline Louise Horn
Lucy Horne
Catherine Mary Houlihan
Stephen John Hyde
Dewi Indrayati
Sheryn Jackson
Nicole Catherine Jones
Ilkay Bilge Kaman
Samina Kamran
Sarah Ellen Kechayas
Steve Edward Kenna
Elizabeth Monica Kruger
Dianne Dorothy Lamech
Ruth Landale
Jeanette Lauren
Nelson Robert Paul Lee
Peter Gary Lehman
Jacqueline Nichole Lemon
Daniel James Lester
Perlita Lewis
Anna Katherine Lidgerwood
Ashley Lindner
Antonio De Belen Lingayo
Celia Janet Longe
Hannah Jane Lowe
Eden Lu
Kathryn Ann Lumberopoulos
Inga Eileen Macfarlane
Lauren Elizabeth Maher
Lea Maria Clarice Mai
Andrew James March
Patricia Maria Marriner
Daniel Martin
Simon James Mathews
Brenton Matthey
Ashleigh McConnell
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Toby Robert McCosh
Nicole Marie McMahon
Emma Jane McNicol
Jane Mellett
Aron James Milligan
Thomas James Mithen
Kyoko Miyamoto
Sophie Moncrieff
Raul Luis Monteiro Moizao
Sarah Kate Moody
Rachael Murray
Bilal Nachabe
Jessica Yvonne Napier
Vinti Narwal
Mohd Nauman
Benjamin Paul Nitschke
Julie North
Kelly Anne O’Neill
Madelin Kelly O’Brien-Dent
Gemma Lynn Parker
Alysha Erin Parsons
Jessica May Pearce
Bryce Lachlan Peters
James Alexander Phillips
Kim Alison Piera
Alice Price
Victoria Psaltis
Jane Kathleen Ramsay
Marium Rana
Usman Ali Rana
Tina Louise Rees
Ashwani Rehal
Rebekah Alice Reyneke
Juliette Louise Richards
Ian Bruce Richardson
Simone Danielle Richardson
Alisha Jayne Robertson
Darroch Airlie Robinson
Karen Louise Robinson
Rita Rogers
Tara-Marie Saracino
Liesl Erin Sargeant
Salman Yousuf Sarmast
Catherine Eveline Saunders
Bianka Halla Schumann
Robyn Louise Seager
Robert Bruce Sharp
Jamie Lynn Sheppard
Lydia Sich
Kumuda Simpson-Gray
Jo-Anne Mandy Smith
Kouhei Steele
Emma Catherine Stewart
Roy Nixon Stewart
Michael Craig Stimpson
Matthew Lewis Strong
Bianca Maria Stylis
Jessica Jane Sykes
Dawnie Tagala
Tina Emilia Tallberg
Matilda Ann Taylor
Sarah Katherine Tehan

Felicity Tillack
Laura Jane Toland
Amanda Jayde Van Zon
Troy Vanderveen
Paul Anthony Weir
Annette Frances Wetherill
Jonathan Paul White
Thomas Gordon White
Jaimi Anne Willersdorf
Brittany Kate Williams
Katrina Anne Williams
Luke Williams
Sian Halliday Wynes
Alexandra Jean Young
Jessie Young
Robert Harrison Young
Cornelia Zanos
Lyka Nadine Zarate
Wenlin Zhu

Master of Education
Phillip Bell
Sokchamnan Hab
Sivpheng Haing
Nicholas Patrick Hancock
Vileak Heng
Tara Alyce Keenan-Russell
Channy Khun
Candace Therese Loane
Boramey Phal
Edward Allen Pollard
Measnguon Saint
Sophhea Sam
Sophithyea Sar
Salman Sarmast
Pauline Maria Schober
Sarah Louise Suttor
Sophornmony Ung
Chhi Goby Uy
Tracy Ann Woodroffe

Master of Education by Research
Jean Borlagdan
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Diploma of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Knowledges
Azusa Nakagawa

Diploma of Creative and Indigenous Writing
Beverley Joy Murray

Graduate Certificate of Indigenous Education
Amanda Karen Josling
Tammarra Olds

Graduate Certificate in Indigenous Knowledges
Kylie Maree Climie

Graduate Certificate in Indigenous Policy Development
Sarah Elizabeth Lacy

Graduate Certificate in Yolngu Studies
Emma Jane Noonan

Master of Indigenous Knowledges (Mawul Rom)
Maratja Alan Dhamarrandji
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School of Business and Service Industries

Certificate I in Food Processing
Jill Bangamala
Antony Stride

Certificate I in Hospitality
Lewis Clyne
Colin Billy Joseph
Bianca Stewart

Certificate I in Hospitality (Kitchen Operations)
Lorraine Bennett
Martha Bennett
Amalisa Brown
Michelle Joy Callahan
Marsha Carter
Taris Nalkutjawuey Dhamarrandji
Clint Dixon
Amanda Djwarbuma
Chris Handicott
Richard Hare
Felicity Hayes
Melissa Hayes
Jaylene James
Ainsely Mudjana
Sarita Ngalwiayayr
Natalie Jane North
Gordon Jangala Robertson
Bianca Stewart
Samantha Stewart
Chloe Stredder
Shannon Williams

Certificate I in Information, Digital Media and Technology
Celene Axford
Jean Borlagdan
Ivan James Carabio
Sandra Robin Chin
Leon Allan Howard
Jaylene Setchell
Michael Tsakrios
Lyn Margaret Whitbread

Certificate I in Retail Services
Solodi Buthunggulivuy

Certificate I in Tourism (Australian Indigenous Culture)
James Tristan Cunningham
Karl Haala
Dallas Mugarra
James Dylan Orum

Certificate II in Business
Bernard Levi Henrie Sitompul
Sharleene Tommy
Connie Kezia Yulila

Certificate II in Hairdressing
Aida Andraous
Amber Mae Bott
Breanna Downes
Kirsten Downes
Caitlyn Hudson
Georgia McFarlane
Shannon Mehonoshen
Sabrina Paige O’Brien
Tiani O’Shaughnessy
Amy Sondergard
Emma Ward
Haylee Elise Wright

Certificate II in Hospitality
Georga Bray
Sam Lee Carr
Rachel Carroll
Thomas Huntingford
Scott Johnson
Kelsey Levieux
Sarah McRae
Candida Monteiro
Pathanah Cherry Phanouvong
Shaye Quinlan
Nicholas Spaulding
De Weng

Certificate II in Hospitality (Kitchen Operations)
Migardo Ellaga
Victoria Kathleen Higgins
Jason Phillip Tudor

Certificate II in Information, Digital Media and Technology
Gift Chidzumo
Rhys Haydon
Kade Hotchin
James Taban Justo
Jordyne Taylor McCallum
Mitchell Murrin
Gabriel O'Brien
Damon Ryan
Nuran Shanaka Siriwardana Werduwage
Maruop Yak

Certificate II in Retail Make-Up and Skin Care
Hanna Emma Ballantyne
Sophia Calvi
Ella May Clarke
Katisha English
Bronte Nancy Jones
Sharna Jane Kotz
Astrid McIntosh
Chloe Millward
Cecilia Sheehan
Caitlin Whiley
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Certificate II in Retail Services
Saraya Louise Ardler
Kaelan Bates
Georgia Bray
Gabrielle Da Costa
Amelia Dalrymple
Reuben Dau
Tori Davidson
Lara De Rubels
Simone Michelle Margaret Gale
Daniel James Gooley
Jett Elijah Hunt
Daniel Hutchinson
Ruby Josif
Mckenzie Jay Lawrence
Niamh Marah
William McCarthy
Brendan McPherson
Douglas Morgan-Meeks
Annie Paige Nankivell
Shevonne Kathleen Pennefather
Ruby Louisa Perryman
Jack Ross-Phillips
Travis Ryan
Tianne Schopfer
Andrew Walter Simpson
Veruschka-Paris Stevans-Warde
Greta Stewart
Kelsie Lee Wilson

Certificate II in Sport and Recreation
Daniel Abrantes
Shonida Georgia Raylene Anderson
Morgan Jane Brown
Abby Caldwell
Nakia Cockatoo
Chloe Dawes
Henry John Degoumois
Ginevra Dundara
Jade Belinda Rose Fejo
Tyra Fredericks
Troy Gale
Melanie Ann Glass
Madison Glass-Jones
Liam Fredrick Griffiths
Aziah Haenan
Madeleine Elizabeth Hardy
Gaynor Hill
Koisan Dean Holt
Ashton Kealy
Jonathan Maurer
Holly McGavin
Jari McRae Van Lingen
Adele Maree McRae
Damon Mulholland-Baker
Whalan Muru
Kyle Neale
Christie-Lee Elizabeth Poulsen
Ethan Schober
Abbey Smith
Kevlin Smith
Alex Tarrant

Certificate II in Tourism
Warren Camfoo
Shang Miller
Shantelle Miller

Certificate III in Accounts Administration
Herva Katcheta Aumann
Sumitra Bhattarai
Cintya Blair
Margaret Aileen Devery
Maria Giallouris
Linda Jimoh
Tabatha Marie McMahon
Galatia Melas
Penelope Newton
Herlina Pamangin
Liliana Smith
Vivian Talaboc

Certificate III in Beauty Services
Hanna Emma Ballantyne
Lea Bartley
Madalyn Bellette
Laurie Daw
Maddison Edwards
Andrea Jay Gilmour
Rebekah Griffin
Kiera Halcek
Sharna Jane Kotz
Katrina Laylena Louise Lay
Imogen Antonia Sophia Malyan
Chloe Millward
Naomi Roberts
Geraldine Smith
Shelby Margaret Stewart
Georgia Lynette Sullivan
Ree-Ann Danielle Walker
Saikim Wan
Rochelle Mary Witherdin
Shelby Woodrow
### Certificate III in Business
- Syarifuddin Al Jonaedi
- Korinne Cheryl Bailey
- Nerlyn Blas
- Trever Simbarashe Chibweza
- Yongnam Cho
- Kelsey Cook
- Reuben Duku Eli
- Jasymn May Hajar
- Tsai Yen Huang
- Salina Khousakool
- Brooke Maree Margetts
- Anita Muriel Meyers
- Breanna Lyndell Tracy Mayo
- Tayla Dawn McAdam
- Bernice Lea McCormick
- Tanatsa Natasha Mugabe
- Anastasia Agnes Power
- Rayna Rajan Pusparajan
- Alezeyth Andrea Ramirez Barriga
- Antonius Mikhel Salem
- Harshit Sharma
- Melissa Williamson

### Certificate III in Business Administration
- Susan Bartlett
- Kyle Christophersen
- Tracy Dayes
- Ashleigh Elizabeth Dennien
- Hong Hai Doan
- Atcharapon Ewart
- Jacinta Manala Geary
- Sarah Horsfall
- Bradley Malby
- Paula McCullough
- Georgia Molenaar
- Somenah Susanne Nasir
- Maria Skilla
- Edna May Wittkopp

### Certificate III in Customer Contact
- Tonya Lee Boddington
- Katrina Lea Booth
- Karina Brink
- Kaylene Leah Brumby
- Nicole May Cuhillo
- Tikesa Docherty-Cole
- Jasmin Fernanis
- Chloe Michelle Ah Mat Good
- Charlene Joanne Heyworth
- Corlene Alison Holtze
- Teletsha Rose Hunter
- Jade Rebecca Quakawoot
- Aaron Thomas Smith
- Danielle Jayo Smith
- Daryl John Thomas
- Chanel Marie Wills

### Certificate III in Events
- Elizabeth Bolton
- Danielle Marita Anne Fullelove
- Corinne Muraru
- Celine Ashley Ociones

### Certificate III in Fitness
- Anne Patricia Black
- Danny De Paul
- Kostantinos Elenis
- Tess Hanna
- Emi-Lee Minerds
- Alexander Rituja Dean Munro
- Sinead O’Gara
- Anke Pfannkuchen
- Sharyn Kay Uzkuraitis
- Joanne Kathleen May Vitone

### Certificate III in Hairdressing
- Daniella Ann Da Silva
- Natasha Lee
- D’Koda Lee-Feeney
- Danielle Maree McKenzie
- Chloe Kathleen O’Doherty
- Zion Atiria Shelford-Salt
- Kayla Maree Symes

### Certificate III in Hospitality
- Chez Lisa Garling
- Felicity Julia Gates
- Aketo Jackson
- Darcy Michael Lillis-Jones
- Mari Lou Lumbe
- Maribeth Ramos Miguel
- Beatrice Poni
- Oliver Bagasa
- Courtney Joy Sharples
- Jocelyn Villeno
- Lea-Anne Witton

### Certificate III in Hospitality (Commercial Cookery)
- Va Thi Dang
- Rodgie Espino
- Louise Catherine Hardy
- Kaliet Jong
- Worakul Kechid
- Larissa McGaggart
- Timothy Luke Myers
- Kiet Nguyen
- Jean Gisele Ruiz
- Jason Wilkes

### Certificate III in Information and Cultural Services
- Nicole Frances Pratt
Certificate III in Information, Digital Media and Technology
- Michael Aagaard
- Hunton Jared Bowland
- Mikayla Joy Chin
- James Aleksander Gangur
- Bryce Johnson
- Benjamin Michael Kay
- Iyan La Brooy
- David Liaw
- Karen Anne Lindsay
- Garry Raymond Lockyer
- George Magriplis
- Joshua James McAllister
- Lee Neenan
- Warwick Peart
- Benjamin Rogers
- Keith Charles Scott
- Kristofer Vance

Certificate III in Meat Processing (Retail Butcher)
- Troy Rico Nery

Certificate III in Occupational Health and Safety
- Malcolm Joel Nott

Certificate III in Retail
- Katelynn Byfield
- Yueng Khong

Certificate III in Retail Baking (Combined)
- Christopher Lea Field
- Shih Chieh Ku
- Niramon Kullasin
- Redentor Loberas
- Robert Schwerdt

Certificate III in Retail Operations
- Zac Berry
- Adam Smith

Certificate III in Sport and Recreation
- Peter Amarant
- Tyron Baden
- Bradley Blanch Sneddon
- Brian Brown
- Daniel Sean Byrnes
- James Dix
- Ian William Douglass
- Daniel Leigh Evers
- Troy Lesley John Gillett
- Daniel Hutchinson
- Kieran Joyce
- Stanley King
- Rogie Yves Henriette Makita
- Jackson Morrison
- Mia Nankivel
- Kyle Neale
- Geoffrey O’Donnell
- Jake Ross
- Kostandinos Smalios
- Scott Peter Willington

Certificate III in Tourism
- Louise Mary Austin
- Shirley Rosemary Austral
- Anna Callaghan
- Nikolina Hrmoljic
- Deanne Mary Rita Joe Kenyon
- Renee Lace
- Madison Joan Roberts
- Naomi Roe
- Kaiya Annabelle Smith
- Juan Yang

Certificate III in Tourism (Retail Travel Sales)
- Amy Kate Griggs
- Ciara Mary Kelehan
- Emma Jane Lloyd
- Phoenix Lee McMahon
- Verginia Kelly Nairn
- Joshua John Philip
- Shari Simone Rollins
- Emma-Louise Thom

Certificate III in Work Health and Safety
- Shan-Tia Butler
- Katharine Young

Certificate IV in Accounting
- Hui Chen
- Kimberly Jade Gilson
- Kathryn Mary Hannon
- Kim Beow Lim
- Donna Margaret Mears
- Linh Thi Dieu Nguyen
- Akemi Odashima
- Hossain Arman Reaz
- Girlie Reonal Umblas
- Tingyu Wang
- Yanjuan Zhang
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Certificate IV in Beauty Therapy
Lea Bartley
Nicole Joyce Buntine
Maddison Edwards
Katrina Laylena Louise Lay
Geraldine Smith
Saikim Wan
Elizabeth Joy Wigg
Monica Lynne Williams

Certificate IV in Bookkeeping
Jo-Anne Bambach
Jodie Ann Connell
Sandra Cusher
Shannon Louise Flanagan
Priscilla Agapito Johnston
Debra Joy Mason
Htun Naychi Soe
Girlie Reonal Umblas
Rebecca Louise Wigg

Certificate IV in Business
Gerryl Floyd Anaque
Douglas Roderick Duncanson
Michelle Olive Durant
Ioannis Karafyllis
James Andarasa Lumuli
Jane Namugenyi
Francelina Paula-Ximenes
Amanda Peter
Maria Estela Diaz Staines
Moana Christine Swanson
Sarah Denese Tenorio
Matthew Stewart Wharton
Siu Man Yip
George Zagarianos

Certificate IV in Business Administration
Kylie Trezna Burn
Deborah Jane Gillard
Tegan Cherie Harwood
Tahlia Lea Kemp
Patricia Therese Webb

Certificate IV in Computer Systems Technology
Beau - Patrick Finch
Angela Elisabeth Schoen
Lewis Seamons

Certificate IV in Fitness
Anne Patricia Black
Garrith Graham Chandler
Leah Frances Chandler
Rodney James Fejo
James Francis
Tre Manning-Watson
Joshua Roach
Sharyn Kay Uzkuraitis
Sarah Van Den Broek
Aimee Jay Williams

Certificate IV in Frontline Management
Corazon Balois
Carol Cruden
Siobhan Fitzpatrick
Alma Goodall
Judith Grieve
Karan Joan Hayward
Candice Kalwitz
Sarah-Jane Lockhart
Matile Kaisalina Phillips
Glenn David Rice
Bryce Shannon
Marie-Louise Verbis
Christopher Andrew Webb
Merryn Weeding

Certificate IV in Government (Investigation)
Peter Austin
Wendy Binyon-Swart
Hubert Carolan
Kerrie Cunningham
Christine Dalgleish
Gary Wayne Farish
Martyn Furlong
Lisa Jean Hurley
Rory Williamson McLeod
Wayne Edward Moloney
Neil William Rattray
Ernst Schwab
Nora Scragg

Certificate IV in Hairdressing
Carolyn Galea
Helen Inga Beatrice Livsey

Certificate IV in Hospitality
Va Thi Dang
Jennilyn De Pina
Victoria Kathleen Higgins
Ma Thet Mar Naing
Njeri Hannah Ngugi
Gigi Repoledon Reed

Certificate IV in Human Resources
Hannah Louise Bairstow
Lauren Brennan
Lisa Janene Fisher
Gregory William Grace
Ana Marta Hilario Pereira
Vanessa Phillips
Malinda Jade Pollok

Certificate IV in Information Technology (General)
James Richard Kidd
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
Friday 30 May 2014

Certificate IV in Marketing
Jacinta Barbour

Certificate IV in Occupational Health and Safety
Michael Alefaio
Sean Mychael Duncan
Pauline Denise Halse
Alex Bojo Lokotyang
Lynsey Sweeney

Certificate IV in Project Management
Reece Bell
Jeannie Carlton
Nicholas Coe
Elspeth Heather Crosby
Arlyn Arias Daroch
Graeme John Davis
Roland Louis Deer
Tanya Joy Power
Rachel Dorothy Reeves
Ruth Cecilia Soorley
Gabrielle Wise

Certificate IV in Retail Management
Jane Imelda Goodings

Certificate IV in Tourism
Dimity Victoria Jessup

Certificate IV in Tourism (Guiding)
Christopher Scott Jones

Certificate IV in Training and Assessment
Julia Ann Alexander
Eugenie Collyer
Rachel Anne Cotton
Gustavo Diaz
John Thomas Egan
Christie Lee Fairlamb
Kevin Francis Forster
Jason Kevin Frith
Birgit George
Neilia Ginnane
Chelsea Gayle Grieve
Miranda Beth Halliday
Mark Hilton
Terry Hymus Hudson
Adam Stuart Hughes
Jennifer Dawn Hutson
Danielle Victoria Jackson
Plumi Jayawardene
Fionnuala Keogh
Sunny Kokles-Higdway
Efstathios Kosmidis
Felicity Ledek
Jed Masters
Celia McEwin
Melanie Jane Meng
Catherine Michelle Mulhall
Jared Mullet
Craig Anthony Murphy
Kathleen Therese Nation
Emma Jane Newman
Lynn Brian Norsworthy
Michael O’Halloran
Judith Plenty
Scott Porteous
Peter John Rintel
Paul Christopher Riseley
Christopher Bernard Rothery
Cristalle Anne Sligo
Andrew Bruce Stevens
Nikita Patricia Taiwia
Ana Tawake
Geraldine Toby
Geoffrey Stewart Toomby
Cynthia Twomey
Mathymohan Velauthapillai
Christopher Paul Roy Watts
Peter Anthony Welch

Certificate IV in Work Health and Safety
Bronwyn Albanesi
Cassandra Louise Anthon
Kristy Cahir
Wendy Dennien
Susanne Leigh Dunkley
Chenoa Ellison
Katrina Lee-Anne Halse
Jennifer Jones
Michael Joseph Maloney
Gary Richard McCarthy
Marilyn McPherson
Judith Martina Mohr
David Carl Moore
Ghulam Hajarah Shafiq
Ellis Nabil Tabet
Brett Antony Williams

Diploma of Business
Khairul Bashar
Douglas Roderick Duncanson
Michelle Olive Durant
Alexandra Hatzivalsamis
Lan Hoang
Ioannis Karafyllis
Francelina Paula Ximenes
Anthony Sommervile

Diploma of Business Administration
Janine Frances Honner
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
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**Diploma of Hospitality**
Nishan Adhikari
Tika Datta Adhikari
Amado Jr Cantoria
Vanessa Jane Galarrupa
Wadzmia Cortez Hasim
Bed Raj Jaishy
Takehiro Kato
Hyunlak Kim
Yu-Hsui Liu
Kishor Pathak
Thi Hue Pham
Lance Poulton
Ida Bagus Putu Raditya Putra
Ana Cristina Ramos
Nguyen Du Tran

**Diploma of Human Resources Management**
Peta Michelle Matthews
Marilyn McPherson

**Diploma of Management**
Seranie Adelle Gamble
Artur Gerein
Cengiz Kurtul
Luke William Riessen
Trevor William Riessen
David Paul Schultz
Kym Travis Schutz
Katharine Young

**Diploma of Project Management**
Julia Ann Alexander
Thomas Luke Anderberg
Nick Boulton
Mario De Nale
Abraham Jacobus De Swardt
Adam Benjamin Hill
Sally Kearns
Brian Christopher Mangwende
Tracy McLeod
Jyoti Pudasaini
Martin Quigley
Gary James Rose
Keith Ian Savage
Mary Greta Savage
Bryce Shannon
Brenna Alaine Toner
Phillip Tonks
Chantelle Renee Trebley

**Diploma of Tourism**
Lynette Maureen Kenyon

**Diploma of Vocational Education and Training**
Josephine Mary Buck
Kim Louise Chapman
Neil Croker
Toni Heaton
Christine Margaret Tayler
Katharine Young
Christine Amanda Zelley
Jianhua Zhang

**Diploma of Work Health and Safety**
Darryl Funnell
Anthony Sommerville
Brett Antony Williams
### Bachelor of Applied Science
- Timothy Paul Howarth

### Bachelor of Behavioural Science
- Jessica Anne Bryant
- Kim Chartres
- Jacinta Louise Draper
- Zoe Letitia Howes
- Claire Jane Nesbit
- Jessica Jan Olds
- Ruth Adela Sabou
- Brando Goulding Smith
- Donna Lee Sutherland
- Delaretha May Widdowson

### Bachelor of Environmental Science (Environmental Management)
- Clare Louise Jarvis

### Bachelor of Nursing
- Jessica Kate Andrew
- Haley Rachelle Bannister
- Amy Jade Best
- Sharon Lee Brown
- Modestah Chisaga
- Caroline Eve Cosh
- Valerie Dete
- Constance Yeukai Gono
- Kristine Lucinda Hampton
- Tracy Leigh Harvison-Michalsky
- Kishore K
- Waseem Anthony Khan
- Cherie Rochelle King
- Amanda Jane Lloyd
- Jennifer Lutz
- Sarah Louise MacKenzie
- Florence Louise Marshall
- Evette Justine Matthews
- Melanie Jo McDermid
- Beiauea McDonald
- Wayde McGlinn
- Colleen Yeukai Muguti
- Cassie Margaret Murchie
- Rachel Louise Navanua
- Paula Patrice Phelps
- Ruby Jocelyn Plate
- Yvette Segundo
- Joanne Iris Shaw
- Alanna Kristy Smith
- Melissa Anne Taylor
- Amanda Jane Treagus
- Danasekar Udayakumar
- Katrina Lea Watts
- Julie Ann Wells

### Bachelor of Social Work
- Janene Dawn Mucha

### Graduate Diploma in Psychology
- Bronwyn Cruickshank

### Master of Applied Linguistics
- Avin Anwer

### Master of Engineering Management
- Ajang Deng Yiyieth Deng

### Master of Nursing
- Dong Wang

### Master of Tropical Environmental Management
- Kim Adrian Orchard
Menzies School of Health Research
Tuesday 17 June 2014

Master of Public Health
Claire Jacqueline Eddowes
Faculty of Law, Education, Business and Arts
Tuesday 17 June 2014

Bachelor of Arts
Caterina Bettega
Kim Clayton
Bianca Laura Rose Villani

Bachelor of Business
Alvin Smales

Bachelor of Children’s Services
Lisa Ross Beattie
Penelope Susan Dadleh
Deborah Josephine Ironside

Bachelor of Laws
Apol Braithwaite
Adrian Christopher Bridgland
Vasilios Giamarellos
Stephen James Gibbons
Louise Catherine Hann
Beth Marree Kennedy
Alison Kate Martens
Mathew Scott Morris
Roman Nosek
David William Parsons
Tamara Jane Splatt

Bachelor of Teaching and Learning
Jennifer Ruth Allen
Jenna Marie Bell
Gavin John Browne
Dannielle Tamika Drew
Mia Paige Fitzgerald
Emma Mary Gordon
Blake Ryan Hammat
Joanna Frances Humphries
Casey-Anne Langler
Aaron Scott Lindsay
Christine Michelle Perry
Bianca Laura Rose Villani
Kendall Laurie Vivian
Jessica Anne Webb

Bachelor of Teaching and Learning
Early Childhood
Jennie Elizabeth Carlier

Bachelor of Laws with Second Class Honours, Division A
Jessica Jayne Lamont

Graduate Diploma in Languages
Oswald Marino Petrucco

Graduate Diploma in Teaching and Learning
Md Alanur Ali Akand
Dania Al Abiad
Amanda Lee Allen
Ellen Mary Angus
Iarla Jane Bastians
Kerrilee Tamra Beaumont
Rosetta Boyd
Meika Susan Bradley
Frances Monica Braithwaite
Premkiran Chawla
Garth William Cochrane
Kylie Elizabeth Cooley
Hayley Elizabeth Coombridge
Kate Marie Dayman
Sandra D’Mello
Kirsten Nicole Daws
Megan Heather Donald
Sally Anne Fisher
Claire Sheryn Foord
Lainie Michelle Frederiksen
Lauren Elise Fry
Rupesh Goel
Anastasia Greer-Clarke
Tanya Jane Henderson
Lynette Elizabeth John
Rebecca Kemmery
Emma Caroline Kinge
Miriam Alice Kreeck
Nusratbegum Mandsorwala
Tracy Lynn McEgan
Nola Balsam Mohtar
Jacquelyne Simone Phelps
Justin Michael Pool
Rhonda Lorraine Rees
Michael Roberts
Christine Marie Thompson
Gina Elizabeth van Senden
Angelina Wiens
Elly Jane Wood

Master of Business Administration
Alexandra Mary D’Arcy Henkel
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
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Certificate III in Logistics
Wayde Stor

Diploma of Children’s Services
(Early Childhood Education and Care)
Alicia Amanda Marks

Diploma of Human Resources Management
Julie Patricia Sauerwald
Faculty of Engineering, Health, Science and the Environment
Thursday 19 June 2014

Bachelor of Behavioural Science
Michael James Campion
Damon van der Schuit

Bachelor of Nursing
Jessica Gai Anderson
Dianne Joy Bell
Christina Bevan
Timothy Geoffrey Bool
Carolyn Louise Britza
Lynette Suzanne Down
Jan Maree Gregor
Kathryn Michelle Hardy
Wendy Sandra Lewis
Grace Makore
Marleen Nozizwe Manzini
Lauren Ann Nazzari
Jennifer Jane Owen
Steven Phillip Paton
Jeremy Shaun Rodrigues
Laura Angela Sinton
Candice Jade Spooner
Luisa Patricia Stephens
Sharon Lee Walker
Beverley Irene Weaire

Graduate Diploma in Child and Family Health
Maricar Perez Alcedo
Nomusa Mahlangu
Katherine Mary Michell

Graduate Diploma in Nursing
Russell Sydney Dyer

Master of Nursing
Beena Charuplackal Kurian
Kimberley Rae Hitchens
Beena Mahesh
Thuldu Ndiweni
Faculty of Law, Education, Business and Arts
Thursday 19 June 2014

Certificate I in Textiles Clothing and Footwear
Hannah Caroline Auld
Munatji Brumby
Pamela Eileen Caddy
Janet Carroll
Mariea Engeli Cope
Simone Maree Dann
Garnet Djana
Lorraine Donald
Suellen Joy Howarth
Kirsty Lyn Robertson
Rita Margaret Steller
Judith Teresa Van Der Meer
Anna Louise Yeo
Kate Louise Yoffa
Trisha Yoffa

Certificate II in Creative Industries (Media)
Sam Adami
Sandy Bauer
Maxim Buckley
Julia Crowe
Aimee Jade Edwards
Jessica Georgopoulos
Otis Gold
Mitchell Aaron Lowe
Rachel Dawn Mann
Terrence Morris
Adam Newland
Natasha Parr
Krystal Rangitutia
Ulysse Thivisol

Certificate II in Music
Jasmine Anderson
Mahlia Jade Armstrong
Jayden Bartels
Kerry Bird
Bianca Jane Brown
Rachel Lee Builder
Jason Butcher
Barry Campbell
Alexis Coleman
Nelson John Connelly
Ebony-Jane Crack
Cristina Lili Crockford
Seikura Ford
Amy Aaliyah Fuamatu
Carl Inkamala
Shenae Khan
Matthew Lewis
Aleisha Joy Lindsey
Donovan Mulladad
Cinderella Debby Nyathi
Cliffy Troy Raggett
Hanna Susan-Joy

Certificate III in Arts Administration
John Derrick Rigby

Certificate III in Media
Tiffanie Hughes
Anna Kristina Miers

Certificate III in Music
Levi Chapman
Ryan Hancock
Silva Wallawa Dream Landers
Michael Aaron Lindsey
Rowan Martin
Sarah McAllan
Jonah Eliakim Woods

Bachelor of Children’s Services
Suzanne Danielle Walters

Bachelor of Laws
Ursula Judith Hindmarsh

Bachelor of Teaching and Learning
Sarah Kate Hinton
Bethany Rae Waterhouse

Graduate Diploma in Teaching and Learning
Cara Anne Brown
Joanne Marei Dermody
Brooke McAllan
Yasmin Elaine Morris
Estelle Roberts

Master of Education
Carolyn Keeghan
Australian Centre for Indigenous Knowledges and Education
Thursday 19 June 2014

Diploma of Creative and Indigenous Writing
Sharon Ruby Dykes

Graduate Certificate of Indigenous Education
Cassandra Michelle Connelly
School of Business and Service Industries

Certificate I in Business
Tracey James
Georgina Jones
Andrew Nugiary
Gracine Ross
Barry Albert Sams

Certificate I in Hospitality
John Namatjira
Barry Nelson
Ross Reid
Danny Roger
Esau Ross
Nathaniel Simms
Clifford Tiger
Robert White

Certificate I in Hospitality
(Kitchen Operations)
Rohan Ackerman
Emily Bindle
Catherine Driver
Kym Louise Jean Henry
Connor Kaylen Jones
Avikaar Kumar
Hori Karifa Lat Lagah
Sarah Schumacher
Claire Thomas
Hayden Ward

Certificate I in Information, Digital Media and Technology
Wendy Elizabeth Boyce
Brian Norman Brierley
Nelson Lance Brown
Patricia Deady
Bernadette Teressa Edwards
Darlin Richard Evans
Mandy Ann Kirkland
Amanda Langenhorst
Yasuko Ono
Jason Arthur Rosenthal
Rose Russelhuber
Scott Tacey
Rita Joanna Tomlins
Ronald Willmot

Certificate I in Retail Services
Irene Edith Banks
Benedict Lucas Cavanough
Tennille Crack
Dayna Dicks
Lachie Gordon
Pamaljith Janappriya
Molly Killingbeck
Jacilyn Kate Lindner
Emma Manuel
Kyle Monkerud

Cameron Nandan
Nolighwa Zanobuhle Ndiweni
Mark Dave Pacis
Racquelle Jaye Paterson
Callie-Shao Patuwai
Tianne Rothwell
Matthew James Somerville
Patricia Sumang
Mark Austine Tolentino
Tanny Lee Van Jaarsveld
Aiden Christopher Vegera
Brooke Warren
Emma Wormald

Certificate I in Tourism
(Australian Indigenous Culture)
Richard James Burnett
Shierese Cunningham
Carlene Farrell
Joshua Parry
Margaret Casey Robinson
Sally Thompson
James Wilson
Shaun Wilson

Certificate II in Business
Kathleen Abbott
Jennifer Baarda
Delicia Ann Benthin
Amanda Boundy
Natalie Marie Brown
Erlin Butcher
Alexander Earl
Darlin Richard Evans
Lisa Evans
Jodi Joy Frew
Carolyn May Hemara
Helen Gail Huen
Veronica James
Valdwyn Moneymoon
Yasuko Ono
Kate Cherie Porter
Rosalind Ronson
Rose Russelhuber
Barry Albert Sams
Daniel James Smith
Robert Laurance Smith
Michael James Stiller
Angelique Tassios
Melinda Leigh Thompson
Fiona Jane Turner
Lisa Wakefield
Ashley Wiseman
Annalisa Young
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
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Certificate II in Hospitality
Rohan Ackerman
Sol Albury
Bronte Deanne Altus
Emily Bindle
Lucinda Amelia Blom
Maxim Buckley
Jeandre Cloete
Alexis Coleman
Nelson John Connelly
Caitlin Conradie
Kayla Cotterill
Ebony-Jane Crack
Scott Cullenane
Eva Sophia Delvecchio
Bianca Renee Di Maria
Duyen Doan
Aydan Donovan
Amy Jane Du Preez
Zavier Fabijan
Chloe Flavell
Ryan Forrester
Chelsea Gower
Ned Hassall
Courtney Hodge
Connor Kaylen Jones
Bridget Rose Knight
Alicia Marie Kruske
Emily Lightowler
Hiyab Maru
Brian McCormick
Rachel McEwan
Shanen McEwan
Renee McInnes
Carla Anne Molloy
Sarah Moore
Stephanie Ndindi Mukula
Nolihwana Zanobuhle Ndiweni
Cinderella Debby Nyathi
Dominic Patrick Palma
Bianca Pinheiro
Renee Richards
Abbie Louise Sayer
Bonny Scott
Asha Sheke
Skyla Stewart
Shinae Sullivan
Ulysse Thivisol
Stewart Thornton
Eden Tohi
Winona Mavis Rivera Vivas
Poppy Waterford
Caitlin Paula Joy Westphal
Shona Willis
Sabrina Fiona Winwood-Smith
I Made Wisata Abadi
Kate Louise Yoffa

Certificate II in Information, Digital Media and Technology
Brian Norman Brierley
Amanda Langenhorst

Certificate II in Retail Services
Keanu Bancroft-Rauwhero
Kira Lee Danby
Rachel Emilie Mesler
Rachelle Neilson
Stephanie O’Bryan
Carol Rebenque

Certificate II in Sport and Recreation
Soroya Brown
Jake Butler
Manui Ford
Madlen Bree Jones
Annetionette Kelly
Jaxon Manu-Preston
Rachel McEwan
Craig O’Bryan
Ellen Schembri
Jesse Schembri
Lane Spence
James Steer
Stephanie Keiarna Taylor
Zane Westover

Certificate II in Tourism
Bronte Deanne Altus
Jasmine Bates
Madison Lee Cooper
Julia Crowe
Alicia Marie Kruske
Cale Liddle
Sunette Mndebele
Skyla Stewart
Nicholah Panashe Wasarirevu

Certificate III in Accounts Administration
Gemma Atanacio
Wendy Elizabeth Boyce
Giovanna Valentina Carlesso
Kylie Tracy Elston
Voila Therese Krombholz
Rebecca Nicholson
Maria Dorothy Ponado
Harrison Odihambo Lona Rading
Nurjis Sethi
Maria Irene Strawbridge
Dannielle Tennielle Tilmouth
Bradley Turner

Certificate III in Beauty Services
Rochelle Margaret Cole
Jasmine Renee Gordon
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
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Certificate III in Business
Delicia Ann Benthin
Patricia Deady
Kelly Doolan
Christine Marie Hawkett
La Kyung Kwon
Amanda Langenhorst
Athena Magoufakis
Denise Murray
Rokaiya Lee Satour
Rita Joanna Tomlins
Mary Claire Tupou
James Pouk Ziel

Certificate III in Business Administration
Lucy May Barlow
Tabatha Amy Leish Duguay
Theresa Marie Parsons
Colleen Patricia Powell
Rita Margaret Steller

Certificate III in Events
Lisa Evans
Cassandra Leigh Laverty
Rebecca Watling

Certificate III in Fitness
Chelsea Emerald Day
Anita Marie Gooley
Shanil Hameed
Helen Valerie Mason

Certificate III in Hairdressing
Deanne Betty Haskard
Taliha Laycock

Certificate III in Hospitality
Shannon Boyack
Sheridan Burns
Katherine Sarah Campbell
Brianna Craggs
Siobhan Eireann Dermody
Lara Harding
Jesse Hunter
Hayden Ingerson
Rhiannon Johnson-Wilson
Carla Anne Molloy
Stephanie Ndindi Mukula
Hayley Newman
Ashleigh June Owen
Alessandra Pecorari
Tara Poulton
Benjamin Joel Rayner
Charlotte Lieza Said Omar
Amy Schembri
Brooke Schembri
Ellen Schembri
Shannon Claire Simms
Keiana Talu
Tsigereda Tangey
Wesley Tohi
Angus Tuckwell
Cyndrelia Uzzell
Chelsea Louise Rose Wasserman
Stella Whippy
Chiu Wah Yau
Kate Louise Yoffa

Certificate III in Hospitality (Commercial Cookery)
Bijay Krishna Chetty
Sabastian Giardina
Adam Troy Plumecke
Shobna Susan Samy
Tegan Rochelle Schuster-Bayly

Certificate III in Information, Digital Media and Technology
Brian Norman Brierley
Amna Langenhorst
Amar Tarahija

Certificate III in Information Technology
Nikki Bennett
Ricardo Julius Ponidjo Sumopawiro
Rowen Tranter

Certificate III in Meat Processing (Meat Retailing)
Basil Willems Davenport
Steven Hladik

Certificate III in Meat Processing (Retail Butcher)
Richard David Griffiths

Certificate III in Micro Business Operations
Wendy Elizabeth Boyce
Nelson Lance Brown
Bernadette Teressa Edwards
Amanda Langenhorst
Rose Russellhuber
Kerry Shervey

Certificate III in Occupational Health and Safety
Heather Joy Myers
Mayiel Tholpi
Changjie Wang

Certificate III in Sport and Recreation
Mary Cunningham
Richard Anthony McGuire
Jason Napierkowski

Certificate III in Tourism
Kodie Leigh McEvoy

Certificate III in Tourism (Guiding)
Gavin John White
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
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Certificate III in Work Health and Safety
Nelson Lance Brown
Patricia Deady
Michael Raymond Drew
Bernadette Teressa Edwards
Amanda Langenhorst
Rose Russelhuber
Kerry Shervey
Rita Joanna Tomlins

Certificate IV in Accounting
Verena Emma Barfuss
Michael Berard
Wendy Elizabeth Boyce
Giovanna Valentina Carlesso
Janet Sue Dales
Michael Raymond Drew
Kylie Tracy Elston
Belinda Langcake
Lucinda Owen
Nurjis Sethi

Certificate IV in Business
Alice Mary Gawler
Loretta Leigh Harris
Gloria Walet

Certificate IV in Business Administration
Amanda Langenhorst
Teena Therese Norman

Certificate IV in Frontline Management
Sandra Gabrielle MacDonald
Cameron Allan Miller
Rose Russelhuber
Nurjis Sethi
Craig Patrick Violet

Certificate IV in Hairdressing
Louise Esther Trotter

Certificate IV in Hospitality
Jack Aspin
Denise Becker
Kaitlyn Blain
Jade Louise Cooke
Grace Ferry
Mary Elizabeth Hair
Kristine Maree Hammond
Candice Henry
Ravine George Thomas Kelly
Christina Lena
Rawinporn Pebsri
Lauren Ashleigh Reval
Francois Alwyn Schoeman
Kira Lee Stephens
Alexa Angie Sutton
Mitchell Ethan James Uzzell
Kendra Leigh Watkins

Certificate IV in Hospitality (Commercial Cookery)
Umesh Chand

Certificate IV in Human Resources
Kirsty Dawson
Joanne Marie Ryan

Certificate IV in Occupational Health and Safety
Jackson Ankers

Certificate IV in Project Management
Ibtesam Bashir
Cherie Danielle Brown
Jamie Geoffrey Finn
Travis John Lee Mitchell
Simon Onslow Nicol
Luke Robert Richardson

Certificate IV in Retail Management
Tracy Lee Davis

Certificate IV in Small Business Management
Scott Travis Berry
Nelson Lance Brown

Certificate IV in Training and Assessment
Paul Barrett
Karín Berschl
Michael Cameron Boyce
Wendy Elizabeth Boyce
Steven Edward Carlile-Seebohm
Sia Cox
Stephen William Darling
Bernadette Teressa Edwards
Karen Ann Eva-Stirk
Darren Richard Evans
Sheree Fickling
Matthew Terrance Gadsby
Richard Grose
Louise King
Robert Charles Larkins
April Lemonk
Kerrie Margaret Lerossignol
Virginia Anne Morley
Yasuko Ono
Elmer Paul Pena
Susan Phillips
Patricia Mary Skinner
Michelle Thomas
Malcolm Andrew Vickery
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
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Certificate IV in Work Health and Safety
Eric Bailey
Paul Barrett
Ronald Willmot

Diploma of Hospitality
Jade Louise Cooke

Diploma of Management
Brett Charles Crocker

Diploma of Project Management
Michael Adedayo Adeyemo

Diploma of Vocational Education and Training
Eric Bailey
Nelson Lance Brown
School of Primary Industries

Certificate I in Agrifood Operations
Gareth Anderson
Corey Scott Baker
Kevie Buzzacott
Kevin Coulthard
Lachlan Malbunaka
Michaelis McMasters
Wayne Mick
Travis Philomac
Abel Ratara
Jermaine Walker

Certificate II in Horticulture
Joseph Breaden
Xavier Kitson
Warren Maloney

Certificate III in Conservation and Land Management
Comfort Ncube

Certificate IV in Conservation and Land Management
Diane-Audrey Chanut
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
Thursday 19 June 2014

School of Trades

Certificate I in Automotive
Deodard Brink
Richelle Brown
Munish Nikish Chetty
Brandon Lankin
Jamie Napier
Cameron Richards
Jess Hamish Richard Tyley

Certificate I in Engineering
Daniel Graham
Stuart Ross

Certificate I in Resources and Infrastructure Operations
Tyson Bielby
Richelle Brown
Katricia Campbell
Kirsten Cook
Mitchell Couchman
Liam Dixon
Rhiannon Dixon
Jasper Edwards
Steven Edwards-Arnold
Calib Raymond Jacob Hearn
Robert Hull
Moss Marlu Kilby-Glencross
Cody Marriott
Lorn May
Sean Molyneux
Griffith Pawape
Ryan Taylor
Dylan Tuckwell
Oliver Walsh

Certificate II in Automotive Mechanical (Air Conditioning)
Ryan John Bilato
Anthony Cooke
Pierre De La Rey
Alex Werner Eberli
Suthar Keulkumar
Isaac Mupamhadzi
Binu Peechattukundy Chacko
Nicholas Joel Reuther
Daniel Thomas Travis

Certificate II in Automotive Vehicle Servicing (Light Vehicle)
Darren Buzzacott
Ronald David Kirkman
Clintion Price
Robert Raggett
Ian Woods

Certificate II in Logistics
Francis David Clarke

Certificate II in Remote Area Essential Service
Timothy Norman

Certificate II in Resources and Infrastructure Work Preparation
Ben Barry
Clarissa Johnson
Trevor John Munckton
Valentine Palmer
Brenton Presley
Paul Rose
Stan Stokes
Christopher Wayne
Damien Williams

Certificate II in Split Air-Conditioning and Heat Pump Systems
Jacobus Ignatius De Wet
Brendon Anthony Donnelly
Justin Chuck Dowson
Brodie Mark Duff
Paul Justin Fraser
Shane Robert Garfath
Steve Goodlet
Geordie Don Gorey
Trevor Graves
Benjamin James Griffiths
Michael Gurney
Joshua Robert Hale
Ryan Ilewellyn Lambert
Conor John Ian Oravsky

Certificate III in Automotive Mechanical Technology (Heavy Vehicle Mobile Equipment)
Daniel Ambrose Lorkin
Daniel Thomas Travis

Certificate III in Automotive Mechanical Technology (Light Vehicle)
James Butler
Devinder Kumar
Cameron McDonell
Ferdinand Bia Montoya
Sukuoluhle Sibanda
Jason Ryan Wegert

Certificate III in Automotive Vehicle Body (Panel Beating)
Sye Helam Cornelius Goodson
Joshua Kelson

Certificate III in Automotive Vehicle Body (Vehicle Painting)
Nicki Lee Bowen
Darren Potts
Certificate III in Carpentry
Paul Michael Coss
Thomas Simon Neville Gower
Jamie Shane Grassi
Trent Hardy
Gregory Anthony Mueller
Tarrant William Nicholson
Jake Christopher Smyth

Certificate III in Electrotechnology
Electrician
Derek Adam Doherty
Shawn Du Venage
Brodie Mark Duff
Jeremy Gardner
Samuel Huyben
Brett Dwayne Manuel
Fergus McGauchie
Dylan Reilly-Pick
Jarrod Thomas Rice
Jake Weckert

Certificate III in Engineering -
Mechanical Trade
Matthew Tom Abrey

Certificate III in Plumbing
Terry James Colotti
Andrew Robert Hill
Jamie Ross Phillips
Mark Austin Russell

Certificate III in Refrigeration and
Air-Conditioning
Lachlan John Boal
Alan Chalmers
Lee Scheidegger
Jarrod Oscar Woolcock

Certificate IV in Building and Construction
(Building)
Gary Charles Amory
Christopher Leslie Campbell
Matthew David Cunningham
Ioannis Dionisiou
Naomi Rae Edwards
Angus James McGeachie
Geoffrey Norman Roberts

Certificate IV in Logistics
Benjamin Domenic Adami
Francis David Clarke
Stewart Fleming
Douglas France
Robert Nelson Polglase
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
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School of VET Health, Community and Children's Services

Certificate II in Community Services
Jessica Corbett-Bryan
Esiah Jones
Isaiah Jones
Antonio Long
Rhianna Ross

Certificate II in Spoken and Written English
Maria Carolina Monsalve Dorado

Certificate III in Children's Services
Jennifer Lisa Ashenden
Joanne Mary Boniface
Tahlia Heather Brown
Joanna Ruth Duncan
Chloe Flavell
Irena Krzton
Whitney Anne McNamara
Carla Anne Molloy
Joanne Maree Sherrin
Wannisa Sillapat
Neena Soni
Min Hong Tong

Certificate III in Community Services Work
Deborah Ashley
Alba-Luz Brockie
Michelle Katherine Hodgson
Leela Kruger

Certificate III in Disability
Julie Marguerite De Quaine
Kent Clauver Simon

Certificate IV in Alcohol and Other Drugs
Jodie Lee Carr

Certificate IV in Community Services Work
Lauren Renee Birch
Alba-Luz Brockie
Jeremiah Corbett
Matthew Day
Julie Marguerite De Quaine
Timothy Price

Certificate IV in Education Support
Lisa Johnson

Certificate IV in Nursing (Enrolled/Division 2 Nursing)
Tegan Lynne Sankey

Certificate IV in Youth Work
Alba-Luz Brockie
Matthew Day
Carmen Michelle Glynn-Braun
Sandra Gabrielle MacDonald
Alumni Welcome

Congratulations on completing your award from Charles Darwin University. I hope you will never forget your time with us and I encourage you to stay in touch with the University as you continue through your life journey.

I wish you every success in your future endeavours and encourage you to contribute to the Alumni website and University publications. We would be delighted if you would share your experiences of the University, future career achievements and personal triumphs.

Charles Darwin University Alumni has been set up to support and promote the interests of our graduates, and to foster an environment where members can contribute to the future of the University. The Alumni also provides a professional and social connection for all people who have contributed to Charles Darwin University.

Alumni membership is free. You can complete your Alumni registration online through the Alumni website at www.cdu.edu.au/alumni

On behalf of the Alumni and the University, I welcome you into the Alumni family and I look forward to continuing our relationship with you.

Yours sincerely

[Signature]

Her Honour The Honourable Sally Thomas AC
Chancellor
Autographs
Academic Dress

DEGREE OF DOCTOR
(other than the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy)
• Festal gown of scarlet cloth of Cambridge doctoral pattern with 10cm facings and sleeve linings with the colour of the doctoral degree
• Black velvet bonnet with silver cord and tassel
• Hood of scarlet cloth lined with silk of the relevant award colour specified in Table 1

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
• Festal gown of scarlet cloth of Cambridge doctoral pattern faced with cream silk
• Black velvet bonnet with cream cord and tassel
• Hood fully lined with claret silk and edged with cream silk

MASTERS DEGREES
• Black gown of Cambridge masters pattern
• Black t Benchet/mortar board with black tassel
• Hood fully lined with the relevant award colour specified in Table 1 and edged with white silk

GRADUATE DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES
DEGREE OF BACHELOR
• Black gown of Cambridge bachelors pattern
• Black t Benchet/mortar board with black tassel
• Hood trimmed with the relevant award colour specified in Table 1

DIPLOMAS/ADVANCED DIPLOMAS/ASSOCIATE DEGREES
• Black gown
• No hood or t Benchet
• Full length stole

ASSOCIATE DIPLOMAS/CERTIFICATE IV
• Black gown
• No hood or t Benchet
• Full length stole

CERTIFICATES OTHER THAN CERTIFICATE IV
• Black gown

Table 1
Colours are allocated to groups of awards in areas which form a broad field of study, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field of Study</th>
<th>Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural and Physical Sciences</td>
<td>Moss Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Technology</td>
<td>Cossack Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering and Related Technology</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture and Building</td>
<td>Magenta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture, Environmental and Related Studies</td>
<td>Peony Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Pale Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Peach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and Commerce</td>
<td>Powder Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society and Culture</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Arts</td>
<td>Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Hospitality and Personal Services</td>
<td>Light Royal Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Field Programs</td>
<td>Lavender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous Education</td>
<td>New Red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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